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19th November 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

Re: FOI request, advice of internal review IE_FOI_504 

 

Dear  

 

I refer to the appeal which you made under the Freedom of Information Act 2014, dated 28th October, seeking a 
review of a deemed refusal of your original request of 19th August. 

 

I am a more senior member of staff in Iarnród Éireann, than the original decision maker in this case.  I have decided 
today 19th November 2021, to partially grant your request, as detailed in the attached schedule of records.  This 
review of your request is an entirely new and separate decision and is explained as such below.   

 

Your original request, sought access to the following records: 

All correspondence, documents, records, internal reports, engineers reports, inspections, communications, 
meetings and recommendations dating from January 1 2019 to present relating to current and future maintenance 
plans on the Barrow Bridge on the South Wexford Railway Line (UBH140) 

 

As stated previously by my colleague Ms. O’Toole, we apologise for the delay in providing these records.  As you 
state in your appeal, the original decision was a deemed refusal due to this delay, and as such, no fee applies to this 
appeal 

 

2. Access Arrangements 

You have sought access to the records by electronic means, and I consider this an appropriate form of access in this 
case.  Accordingly, the records described as granted or part granted are now enclosed. 

 

3. Findings, particulars and reasons for decisions to deny access 

The sections of the Act which can apply to deny access to documents are known as its exemption provisions. 

I enclose for your attention a schedule of these records, this schedule summaries my findings and refers you to the 
latter part of this letter for a further explanation.  

4. Rights of appeal 

 

You may make an ‘application for review’ of this decision to the Information Commissioner no later than 6 months 
from the date of this notification. There is a fee of €50. Payment should be made by way of bank draft, money order, 



postal order or personal cheque: crossed and made payable to the ‘Office of the Information Commissioner’. 
Alternatively, you can make payment on-line which can be located at: https://www.oic.gov.ie/en/Apply-for-
Review/Fees-Payable/ .  

 

Should you wish to make an ‘application for review’ in writing, please use the details below: 

 

The Office of the Information Commissioner, 

6 Earlsfort Terrace, 

Dublin, 2. 

DO2 W773 

 

Alternatively, you may appeal using the Office of the Information Commissioner on-line application form which can 
be located at: 

 

https://www.oic.gov.ie/en/apply-for-review/apply-for-review-online/ 

 

If an appeal is made by you and accepted, the Information Commissioner will fully investigate and consider the matter 
and issue a fresh decision. 

 

5. Publication  
 

All non-personal FOI requests will be recorded on an FOI disclosure log which will be published on the Iarnród 
Éireann website in due course. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Barry Kenny, 

Corporate Communications Manager 

 



From: South East on Track
To: Jim Meade
Cc: Heidi Reardon; Frank Allen (IE); minister@transport.gov.ie; anne.graham@nationaltransport.ie; Don

Cunningham; Éamonn Ballance; Barry Kenny; Emmett Cotter; Steven Matthews; Marc OCathasaigh;
Malcolm Byrne; fred.barry@nationaltransport.ie

Subject: Barrow Bridge UBH140: Waterford to Rosslare Rail Line
Date: Thursday 10 June 2021 14:48:42
Attachments: SEOT Letter to IE 10.6.21.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Meade,

Please find the letter attached and in the body of this email below.

cc: Frank Allen Chair IE, Minister Ryan, Fred Barry Chair NTA, Anne Graham CE
NTA, Don Cunningham, Eamonn Ballance, Barry Kenny, Emmet Cotter, Heidi
Reardon, Steven Matthews TD, Marc O'Cathasaigh TD, Senator Malcolm Byrne

We have attempted to contact you regarding the future of the Waterford to
Rosslare/Wexford rail line on February 10 and April 22 last, but have
been unsuccessful in receiving a response. 

We wish to draw your attention to the matter of the Barrow Bridge UBH140 on the
Rosslare/Waterford Railway Line. 

We have been informed that IÉ plan on permanently securing the bridge in the
open to shipping traffic in the near future effectively closing the currently out of use
railway between Waterford and Rosslare Strand, which carried an engineering
train as recent as last week. 

We are deeply concerned by this proposal , at a time when the Minister for
Transport has, on multiple occasions confirmed that this railway line is included in
the upcoming Strategic Rail Review. Furthermore, it is our understanding that the
Bridge is designed to rest in the closed position and occasionally opened for



Marine Traffic, as opposed to the inverse of this. It is also our understanding that
the bridge was not designed to be left open to shipping indefinitely.

1.     We formally request in view of the lack of community
consultation,  the absence of the above information, and in
deference to the expressed wishes of South East On Track and
the community we represent,  that you do not proceed with this
planned action and that you await Government consideration  of
the findings of the Strategic Rail Review.

2.     We meanwhile are hereby requesting:

·         sight of the Risk assessment taken by you that
informs your decision, or those that advise you.

·         Sight of any independent engineering assessment
conducted by the NTA, the CRR, or another qualifying
authority?

·         An explanation of the changes in the latching
operation that would permanently lock the bridge in the
open to shipping mode as we have serious questions
regarding the reversibility of such a procedure. 

3.     As Iarnród Eireann Chief Executive, please confirm who
will carry responsibility for costs if the bridge becomes
damaged through this unprecedented action. We are concerned
that any such costs will be added to those required to reinstate
rail services in future and the negative effect that this will have
on the Cost Benefit Analysis required under the Public
Spending Code.

 

With regard to the operation and staffing of the Barrow Bridge itself, we refer to the
Asset Management Plan published 2010: 

 
The present bridge latching operation is insufficient to
permanently lock the bridge in an “open to shipping”
mode.
Future
The manning of the bridge could be reduced to match



the shifts of the 2 pilotmen from New Ross Harbour
Commission who only bring commercial shipping
through at high tide.

 

4.     Please clarify why the Bridge was not manned to match the
shifts of the New Ross Harbour Pilot as suggested in the initial
Asset Management Plan, thus reducing costs and keeping the
bridge operational?

 

On behalf of our over 2,700 members, we hope for a timely response to this
matter on this extremely important matter.

Regards,

 

Joe Ryan, Acting Chair

South East on Track

 

Phone: 

on behalf of
SOUTH EAST ON TRACK
southeastontrack.com
facebook: South East on Track
twitter: https://twitter.com/seontrack

On Wed, Feb 10, 2021 at 9:08 PM South East on Track <southeastontrack@gmail.com>
wrote:



Dear Mr. Meade,

Hope you are well and staying safe in these strange times. I'm writing to you today on
behalf of South East on Track - we're an advocacy group based in the South East
campaigning for improved rail services in our region.

There are two items we would like to raise your attention to. 

Wexford-Waterford
As part of the National Development Plan's Review to Renew Public Consultation, we
have prepared a Business Case supporting the Wexford & Rosslare to Waterford rail
line. We have submitted the case to the Department of Public Expenditure, and are
attaching a copy to this email. It is also available on our website
here: https://southeastontrack.com/business-case

The Business Case has generated some significant local interest, with articles & radio
interviews appearing in the media.

At this juncture, we would like to note the minutes of the IE Board Meeting occuring
25th of June 2019. The minutes read as follows:  
Ms. Roarty asked why Iarnród Éireann would entertain a proposal for a Greenway on
the Waterford/Rosslare Line rather than encouraging rail freight given the current
climate action agenda. Mr. Cunningham explained that if they are of community benefit,
the policy is to be supportive of Greenways on closed lines. However, Iarnród Éireann
retains the right to take the line back provided there is a business case supporting the
reopening of the line. 

As we have presented a business & passenger case, we would dearly like to discuss its
contents with you in the future. We are aware that Minister Ryan stated last month that
he has "requested my Department to prepare terms of reference for a Strategic Rail
Review. This Review will consider all relevant issues in relation to inter-urban rail,
inter/intra-regional rail and rail connectivity to our international gateways, with the
latter considering the role of rail freight".

We strongly feel that the Rosslare-Waterford line should constitute a part of this review.
This is outlined at length in the attached document and we are hoping to arrange a
friendly discussion with you in the future.

Rosslare-Dublin
We are aware of plans to increase service levels on the Inter-City Dublin-Rosslare and
the Commuter Service Dublin-Gorey in the coming years. We welcome any increase in
service frequency and believe this is vital to the long term future of the line. 

We would like to refer to some sections included as part of Irish Rail's submission to the
consultation process to the Wexford County Development Plan in 2020. 

Extract: This will be complemented by a clock-face timetable for Intercity routes to
deliver a service pattern where services depart at regular intervals. Iarnród Éireann’s
future plans for the Rosslare to Dublin services is to increase services towards a two-
hourly all-day pattern, subject to demand levels. The introduction of this level of
frequency to Wexford County from Dublin will be dependent on the implementation of
DART+ and the facilitation of an efficient interchange with DART+ services at
Greystones station



In addition to this extract we note the correspondence between yourself and Minister
Simon Harris last October, namely:

 Extract: Thank you for your email of 23rd October regarding trains services from
Wicklow to Dublin. Iarnród Éireann is not planning to make any changes to direct
services from Wexford/Wicklow to Dublin. In public consultations for DART+ West,
There are a range of reports and studies in the support documentation which include
studies which look at the full network after the entirety of DART+ is delivered, and
options to absolutely maximise capacity of such a network.

However, nothing therein is a committed timetable for the future, and DART+ West will
not - nor does it propose to - negatively impact service levels or direct services to/from
the city centre for customers travelling from Counties Wicklow and Wexford. We look
forward to continuing and enhancing services between Wexford/Wicklow and Dublin,
and DART+ Coastal, a subsequent phase of DART+, will examine how to best achieve
this.

As previously mentioned, we welcome any increase in service on the Dublin-
Rosslare line, but we do have concerns about the nature of the Greystones
Interchange. If every Inter City Train stops at Greystones requiring a transfer to
the Dart Network, we are concerned this will negatively impact the appeal of the
service. 

We would like to speak with you regarding the plans contained in DART+ Coastal,
and their potential impacts on the Wexford & Wicklow Service.

Once again, we look forward to hopefully meeting with you via Zoom or similar, and we
wish you a sincere thank you for your service to Irish public transport. We hope the post
Covid years ahead will contain many moments of success for Iarnród Éireann.

Warm regards,

Diarmaid

on behalf of
SOUTH EAST ON TRACK
southeastontrack.com
facebook: South East on Track
twitter: https://twitter.com/seontrack
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Dear Mr. Meade, 

 

cc: Frank Allen Chair IE, Minister Ryan, Fred Barry Chair NTA, Anne Graham CE NTA, Don Cunningham, Eamonn 

Ballance, Barry Kenny, Emmet Cotter, Heidi Reardon, Steven Matthews TD, Marc O'Cathasaigh TD, Senator Malcolm 

Byrne 

 

We have attempted to contact you regarding the future of the Waterford to Rosslare/Wexford rail line on February 10 

and April 22 last, but have been unsuccessful in receiving a response.  

We wish to draw your attention to the matter of the Barrow Bridge UBH140 on the Rosslare/Waterford Railway Line. 

We have been informed that IÉ plan on permanently securing the bridge in the open to shipping traffic in the near 

future effectively closing the currently out of use railway between Waterford and Rosslare Strand, which carried an 

engineering train as recent as last week.  

We are deeply concerned by this proposal , at a time when the Minister for Transport has, on multiple occasions 

confirmed that this railway line is included in the upcoming Strategic Rail Review. Furthermore, it is our understanding 

that the Bridge is designed to rest in the closed position and occasionally opened for Marine Traffic, as opposed to the 

inverse of this. It is also our understanding that the bridge was not designed to be left open to shipping indefinitely.  

1. We formally request in view of the lack of community consultation,  the absence of the above 

information, and in deference to the expressed wishes of South East On Track and the community we 

represent,  that you do not proceed with this planned action and that you await Government 

consideration  of the findings of the Strategic Rail Review. 

2. We meanwhile are hereby requesting: 

• sight of the Risk assessment taken by you that informs your decision, or those that advise 

you. 

• Sight of any independent engineering assessment conducted by the NTA, the CRR, or another 

qualifying authority? 

• An explanation of the changes in the latching operation that would permanently lock the 

bridge in the open to shipping mode as we have serious questions regarding the 

reversibility of such a procedure.  
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3. As Iarnród Eireann Chief Executive, please confirm who will carry responsibility for costs if the bridge 

becomes damaged through this unprecedented action. We are concerned that any such costs will be 

added to those required to reinstate rail services in future and the negative effect that this will have 

on the Cost Benefit Analysis required under the Public Spending Code. 

 

With regard to the operation and staffing of the Barrow Bridge itself, we refer to the Asset Management Plan 

published 2010:  

 

The present bridge latching operation is insufficient to permanently lock the bridge in 

an “open to shipping” mode. 

Future 

The manning of the bridge could be reduced to match the shifts of the 2 pilotmen from 

New Ross Harbour Commission who only bring commercial shipping through at high 

tide. 

 

4. Please clarify why the Bridge was not manned to match the shifts of the New Ross Harbour Pilot as 

suggested in the initial Asset Management Plan, thus reducing costs and keeping the bridge 

operational? 

 

On behalf of our over 2,700 members, we hope for a timely response to this matter on this extremely important 

matter. 

Regards, 

 

Joe Ryan, Acting Chair 

South East on Track 

 

Phone:  

  

 





From: Brendan Howlin
To: Reardon Heidi
Subject: Brendan Howlin TD - Barrow Bridge
Date: Friday 17 May 2019 11:04:05

Mr Jim Meade,
CEO,
Irish Rail.
Dear Jim,
I am informed from local services that it is proposed to close the Barrow Bridge, Wexford in the
near future.
I would be obliged to hear from you as to exactly what is planned in this regard.
Many thanks,
Regards,
Brendan.
Brendan Howlin, T.D.
Leader of the Labour Party
ph: 01-618 3538
email: brendan.howlin@oireachtas.ie
Your personal information will be held on file.
Please see my Privacy Notice here: http://www.brendanhowlin.ie/news/2018/05/25/gdpr-
update/

Oireachtas email policy and disclaimer.
http://www.oireachtas.ie/parliament/about/oireachtasemailpolicyanddisclaimer/

Beartas ríomhphoist an Oireachtais agus séanadh.
http://www.oireachtas.ie/parliament/ga/eolas/beartasriomhphoistanoireachtaisagusseanadh/



From: POWER Padraig
To: Heidi Reardon
Subject: Briefing Request for Minister"s Waterford Trip
Date: Tuesday 17 August 2021 12:50:07

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Heidi,
 
The Minister is making a trip to Waterford in early September and has requested a briefing on a
number of issues. Would it be possible for you to provide a briefing on the issues of rail freight,
(particularly concerning the Waterford/South-east area), the Barrow Bridge rail line, and Rosslare
Europort, especially concerning freight at the port? If there are any other issues which you think
might arise in the Ministers trip to Waterford please include them also.

If the briefing could be returned by COB this Friday 20th that would be much appreciated, and
please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Kind regards,
Pádraig
 
 
 
Pádraig Power
Public Transport Corporate Services Division – Rannóg um Chorparáid Seirbhísí Iompair Phoiblí
__
An Roinn Iompair
Department of Transport
 
Lána Líosain, Baile Átha Cliath, D02 TR60
Leeson Lane, Dublin, D02 TR60    
__
 
Padraigpower@transport.gov.ie www.gov.ie/transport
 

 



From: DOOCEY Garret
To: Heidi Reardon
Cc: MCNEILL Jan-Claire; GLACKIN Gerry
Subject: Correspondence- Joint Committee on Transport and Communications
Date: Tuesday 6 July 2021 09:43:53
Attachments: JCTCN-i-384(i) - Ken Spratt- Barrow Bridge .pdf

JCTCN-i-384(ii) - Correspondence from Mr Peter Brannigan.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Heidi,

The Joint Oireachtas Committee has written to the Secretary General as per attached re the
Barrow Bridge.

I know there has been some material supplied recently by IÉ in relation to a similar query that
came in via PQ and we referred another similar query via PQ to IÉ for direct reply last week.

I would be grateful if IÉ could provide any relevant material to assist with a reply, particularly in
relation to the timing of the proposed change and also the frequency with which the bridge will
be opened/closed in the future.

I would ask that any material be submitted to us by Friday 9 July.

Thanks and regards

Garret

************************************************************
Tá eolas sa teachtaireacht leictreonach seo a d'fhéadfadh bheith príobháideach nó faoi rún
agus b'fhéidir go mbeadh ábhar rúnda nó pribhléideach ann. Is le h-aghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine nó le h-aghaidh an aonáin atá ainmnithe thuas agus le haghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine sin amháin atá an t-eolas. Tá cosc ar rochtain don teachtaireacht leictreonach seo
do aon duine eile.  Murab ionann tusa agus an té a bhfuil an teachtaireacht ceaptha dó
bíodh a fhios agat nach gceadaítear nochtadh, cóipeáil, scaipeadh nó úsáid an eolais
agus/nó an chomhaid seo agus b'fhéidir d'fhéadfadh bheith mídhleathach.

Tá ár Ráiteas Príobháideachta le fáil ar www.transport.gov.ie

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended
solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorised.  If you are
not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or
omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be unlawful.

Our Privacy Statement is available on www.transport.gov.ie 

***********************************************************



Cuirfear fáilte roimh chomhfhreagras i nGaeilge 

 

An Comhchoiste um  
Iompar agus Cumarsáide 

Teach Laighean 

Baile Átha Cliath 2 
D02 XR20 
Tel: (01) 618 3954 

 
 

Joint Committee on Transport and 
Communications 

Leinster House 

Dublin 2 
D02 XR20 
Tel: (01) 618 3954 

 
 

 
Mr Ken Spratt, 
Secretary General, 
Department of Transport 
 
 
 
5 July 2021 
 
JCTCN-i-384 
 
Issued by e-mail 
 
 
Dear Secretary General,  
 

 
Re: The Barrow Bridge 

 
I am writing to you on behalf of the Joint Committee regarding, the Barrow Bridge located on the 
Wexford-Waterford rail line. 
 
At its meeting on 15 June 2021, the Committee discussed correspondence received from South East on 
Track who raised concerns regarding the Barrow Bridge being set into an open and fixed position. 

 
The Committee understand that the bridge is usable and was most recently crossed by a maintenance 
train on Monday May 31, 2021. The Committee seek a briefing note on the issue, with reference to the 
likelihood of the open position rendering the bridge permanently out of rail service and the implications 
this will have for the rail line and greater rail connectivity in the region. 
 
I have attached the correspondence received from South East on Track with this letter and I would be 
obliged if you could address the issue raised. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
Padraig Grant  
Clerk to the Committee  
 
 
 
 



From: Cathal Crowe <Cathal.Crowe@oireachtas.ie>  
Sent: Thursday 10 June 2021 10:41 
To: Transport and Communications Networks <jctcn@oireachtas.ie> 
Cc: James Browne <James.Browne@oireachtas.ie>; Mary Butler <Mary.Butler@oireachtas.ie>; 
southeastontrack@gmail.com 
Subject: FW: Barrow Bridge: Committee on Transport and Communications 
 
Dear Pádraig (CC – Deputies Browne and Butler), 
 
Please see below email from Peter Branigan, of South East on Track.  
 
You might bring this to the attention of the Committee chair for possible inclusion in our schedule. I 
am CC-ing Deputies Browne and Butler as representatives of this constituency.  
 
Is mise le meas, 

 
Cathal Crowe TD 
 
Fianna Fáil Spokesperson on Tourism and Aviation 
 
 
Office: 4 Francis Street, Ennis, Co. Clare 
Eircode: V95W9NP 
Telephone: (065) 6823494 
Email: cathal.crowe@oireachtas.ie 
Web: www.cathalcrowe.ie  

     
 
I’d like to stay in touch with you. If you do not wish to receive any further information or contact from me please email 
‘STOP’ to this address. Please note that any personal data contained in your email correspondence with me will be 
processed by my Constituency Office team and I, operating as data controllers in accordance with applicable data 
protection law. Much of this data processing will be done in connection with representations/requests made and also for 
electoral purposes. If you have received this email in error, please notify us immediately and then delete it. Please do not 
copy it, disclose its contents or use if for any other purpose. 

 
From: South East on Track <southeastontrack@gmail.com>  
Sent: Thursday 10 June 2021 10:10 
To: Cathal Crowe <Cathal.Crowe@oireachtas.ie>; James OConnor <James.OConnor@oireachtas.ie> 
Subject: Barrow Bridge: Committee on Transport and Communications 
 
Dear Deputies Crowe & O'Connor, 
 
We are writing to you today in the context of your membership of the Committee on Transport and 
Communications. 
 
I'm contacting you today from South East on Track regarding the Barrow Bridge, which is on the 
Wexford-Waterford rail line. We recently received good news that the line is to be included in the 
upcoming Strategic Rail Review 
 

JCTCN-33-349 - South East on Track 



We have heard from a reliable source that this bridge is to be permanently secured in the open to 
shipping position this month. 

Despite IÉ's claims to the contrary, securing this bridge in the open position will render it 
permanently out of rail service, disrupting a connection between Waterford & Wexford that has 
existed since 1906. 
 
Furthermore, the Bridge has National Significance in the National Inventory of Architectural 
Heritage. 
 
The bridge is still usable, and was most recently crossed by a maintenance train on Monday May 31, 
2021. 

 
No matter the future of this transport corridor, be it as an operational railway or a greenway, 
securing the bridge in the open position will most likely prevent any future crossings of the river 
Barrow using this bridge. 

 

Such a move by Irish Rail would impair the possibility of the line reopening, which the Transport 
Committee has committed to examine further as part of its work on the all-Ireland strategic rail 
review. Quote: The Committee also highlights the potential to expand rail freight capacity to include 
the Western Rail Corridor and the Limerick, Waterford & Rosslare corridor, a topic it intends to 
examine further as part of its work on the all-Ireland strategic rail review (Joint Committee on 
Transport and Communications Networks Submission to Review to Renew, the review of the 
National Development Plan (NDP) Section 2.2.2) 

 

Furthermore, we wish to draw your attention to the recent National Investment Framework for 

Transport Ireland (NIFTI) Intervention Hierarchy, where the Maintenance of Infrastructure is Number 

1 Intervention Hierarchy. Such a move by Irish Rail to take this bridge out of serviceable use does not 

seem to be consistent with these goals.  

 

We would appreciate it if you could ensure that if Irish Rail proceed with this matter that is 
appropriately examined at Oireachtas Committee level. Better yet, would be a representation to the 
Minister and Irish Rail that this action not occur until the conclusion of the Strategic Rail Review. 

 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 

 

Peter Branigan 

 



 

on behalf of 
SOUTH EAST ON TRACK 
southeastontrack.com 
facebook: South East on Track 
twitter: https://smex-
ctp.trendmicro.com:443/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=https%3a%2f%2ftwitter.com%2fseontrack&um
id=ebe70a41-8048-4313-b0b3-
2702fa25c1d7&auth=3851052a65d9657d2ab4c1fa657bb1ebb1940985-
c8b416746b75bf89f9b8867b84436c9223f22827 
 



From: DOOCEY Garret
To: Don Cunningham; Jim Meade
Cc: Heidi Reardon; Éamonn Ballance
Subject: FW: Barrow Bridge abandonment
Date: Tuesday 15 June 2021 12:58:14

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Don / Jim,

Just as a follow-up, we have another PQ on this issue as below, would it be possible to have
some background information on the various issues being raised across the PQs and the
correspondence received by this afternoon?

Question: To ask the Minister for Transport if the reopening of the Wexford to Waterford rail line is to be
considered as part of the Strategic Rail Review now underway; his views pending the outcome of this strategic
review of the decision of Irish Rail to secure the Barrow Bridge in a permanently open position; his views on
whether this action has implications for any future use of the bridge for rail or as part of a potential
greenway; and if he will make a statement on the matter – Dep. Howlin

Thanks

Garret

From: DOOCEY Garret 
Sent: Friday 11 June 2021 16:18
To: 'Don Cunningham' <Don.Cunningham@irishrail.ie>
Cc: MCNEILL Jan-Claire <Jan-ClaireMcNeill@transport.gov.ie>; GLACKIN Gerry
<GerryGLACKIN@transport.gov.ie>
Subject: FW: Barrow Bridge abandonment

Don,

As discussed.

PQ below & also email recently received –

Question: To ask the Minister for Transport further to Parliamentary Question No. 78 of 26 May 2021, if his
attention has been drawn to a proposal by Iarnród Éireann to fix the Barrow Bridge on the Waterford to
Rosslare rail line in the closed to rail position later in June 2021; the potential damage this may do to the
bridge; and if he will request that this proposal is deferred until the strategic rail review is completed.

Thanks

Garret

From: 
Sent: Friday 11 June 2021 13:17
To: eamon.ryan@oireachtas.ie
Cc: MINISTER'S OFFICE <Minister@transport.gov.ie>; DOOCEY Garret
<GarretDOOCEY@transport.gov.ie>
Subject: Barrow Bridge abandonment



 
Dear Minister,
 
I write in relation to the Rosslare to Waterford rail alignment.  As you know, services on this line
were discontinued at height of the economic crisis, notwithstanding significant investment (in
the region of ) which had been invested in bringing the infrastructure on this line into “an
acceptable safe standard” (under the Railway Investment Programme 1998-2010).  
 
I was heartened to hear that the upcoming strategic rail review planned by your department will
include consideration of the potential for development of the line and reinstatement of rail
services for south Wexford, as part of a regional approach to connectivity with Waterford,  Cork
and the south generally.  I am also encouraged by the objectives outlined in your Department’s
draft National Investment Framework for Transport in Ireland (NIFTI) - particularly the criterion
to optimise existing assets and past expenditure.  There is an opportunity to ensure the
significant investment already made on the south Wexford line is used as a platform to address
substantial future mobility and freight transport needs in the South-East.  
 
However, it has just come to my attention that IE now intends to pin the Barrow Rail Bridge into
a permanently open position and thus divest itself of the maintenance responsibility on this
infrastructure which is critical to any future for this alignment.  I note that you have spoken
about this in the Dáil (6 October 2020) and you stated your view that “we should not write off
the possible return of lines which are currently underutilised or, as with this line,
effectively closed for the last ten years” and also that "the design of the [Barrow Bridge]
mechanism is such that it can easily be reversed if rail services resume at some point in
the future.”  
 

I do not doubt the sincerity of your belief in the reversibility of this action; however, it is well
known in the railway world that this action effectively constitutes a bridge abandonment
intervention, since ongoing movement and maintenance of the movable mechanism is essential
to ensure its operability even in the short term.  Has there been a process to technically assess
the workability of the bridge mechanics for open/close waterway traffic after leaving the bridge
permanently in “open” position for an unspecified period of time? Because you have a role in the
statutory process for abandonment of railways, Minister, it needs to be demonstrated to you, by
IE/CIE as Infrastructure Manager, and independently verified by the CRR as the Minister’s
advisors on railway engineering matters, that  the bridge can be indefinitely locked in “open”
position without any adverse impact to functionality.  The nature and costs of so-called
“reversibility” should be clearly set out to you because it may actually mean that the bridge
would have to come down first.  This was the view I heard expressed many times by Irish Rail
experts when the bridge was discussed in the context of the Railway Safety Programme, which I
managed for a period as a former official of the Department of Transport.  
 
It goes without saying that this action to pin the bridge in open position will severely prejudice
any strategic consideration of the south Wexford line in the upcoming Rail Review, as the costs
of so-called “reversal” will completely annihilate the alignment’s prospects.  It is highly
disingenuous to assert otherwise.  I suggest to you also that the action at this point in time,
before the commencement of the Rail Review, undermines credibility in the objectives and
intent of the Review generally, as well as in the NIFTI assertion that existing infrastructure assets
are to be optimised.  
 



I urge you therefore to intervene in this matter, to request a proper, independently verified,
technical assessment of the “reversibility” of the action and, in the meantime, to secure the
postponement of any works to prepare or implement the pinning of the bridge into open
position until, at the very least, the completion of the Rail Review.  

sincerely,

************************************************************
Tá eolas sa teachtaireacht leictreonach seo a d'fhéadfadh bheith príobháideach nó faoi rún
agus b'fhéidir go mbeadh ábhar rúnda nó pribhléideach ann. Is le h-aghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine nó le h-aghaidh an aonáin atá ainmnithe thuas agus le haghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine sin amháin atá an t-eolas. Tá cosc ar rochtain don teachtaireacht leictreonach seo
do aon duine eile.  Murab ionann tusa agus an té a bhfuil an teachtaireacht ceaptha dó
bíodh a fhios agat nach gceadaítear nochtadh, cóipeáil, scaipeadh nó úsáid an eolais
agus/nó an chomhaid seo agus b'fhéidir d'fhéadfadh bheith mídhleathach.

Tá ár Ráiteas Príobháideachta le fáil ar www.transport.gov.ie

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended
solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorised.  If you are
not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or
omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be unlawful.

Our Privacy Statement is available on www.transport.gov.ie 
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From: GLACKIN Gerry
To: Heidi Reardon; MORRISSEY Michael
Cc: BYRNE Miriam; POWER Padraig
Subject: FW: Briefing Request for Minister"s Waterford Trip
Date: Monday 23 August 2021 15:51:07
Attachments: Briefing Request for Minister"s Waterford Trip.msg

FW Request for Briefing for Minister Waterford Trip.msg
Iarnród Éireann - DOT Briefing - Ministers Waterford Trip - 23.08.21.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Thank you Heidi for the attached briefing which I note has been copied to Padraig Power in
PTC+SD (Public Transport Corporate & Services Div.) and with whom I have discussed further.  I
am copying this also to my Greenways colleague, Michael Morrissey, who raised the
Greenways/Urban Regeneration Scheme-related issues as referenced in my request to you.
Thank you again for all and from all.

Michael,
Please see attached material in relation to both the Rosslare and New Ross Greenways for
inclusion in your briefing.

Regards,

Gerry Glackin
Sustainable Mobility Investment and Policy Division
An Roinn Iompair
Department of Transport
Lána Líosain, Baile Átha Cliath, D02 TR60
Leeson Lane, Dublin, D02 TR60
T +353 (0)1 604 1377 Working from home
Gerryglackin@transport.gov.ie
www.gov.ie/transport

From: Heidi Reardon <Heidi.Reardon@irishrail.ie> 
Sent: Monday 23 August 2021 13:49
To: GLACKIN Gerry <GerryGLACKIN@transport.gov.ie>; POWER Padraig
<PadraigPOWER@transport.gov.ie>
Cc: BYRNE Miriam <MiriamBYRNE@transport.gov.ie>
Subject: Briefing Request for Minister's Waterford Trip

Dear all,

Please find attached briefing as requested for the Ministers trip to Waterford.

Kind regards,
Heidi

Heidi Reardon
For Jim Meade, Chief Executive, Iarnród Éireann, Connolly Station, Dublin 1, D01 V6V6.
( 00 353 1 703 2454   * heidi.reardon@irishrail.ie  ü www.irishrail.ie



Iarnród Éireann Irish Rail, cuideachta ghníomhaíochta ainmnithe, faoi theorainn scaireanna, cláraithe in Éirinn ag Stáisiún Uí
Chonghaile, Baile Átha Cliath 1, Ur  119571 Ur  CBL: IE 4812851 O,
Iarnród Éireann Irish Rail, a designated activity company, limited by shares, registered in Ireland at Connolly Station, Dublin 1,
No  119571 VAT No  IE 4812851 O 

In Iarnród Éireann, creideann muid in obair sholúbtha a éascú, agus mar sin, cé go n-oireann sé dom ríomhphost a sheoladh
anois, níl mé ag súil le freagra ná gníomh lasmuigh de d'uaireanta oibre
At Iarnród Éireann we believe in facilitating flexible working, so while it suits me to email now, I do not expect a response or
action outside of your own working hours

************************************************************
Tá eolas sa teachtaireacht leictreonach seo a d'fhéadfadh bheith príobháideach nó faoi rún
agus b'fhéidir go mbeadh ábhar rúnda nó pribhléideach ann. Is le h-aghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine nó le h-aghaidh an aonáin atá ainmnithe thuas agus le haghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine sin amháin atá an t-eolas. Tá cosc ar rochtain don teachtaireacht leictreonach seo
do aon duine eile.  Murab ionann tusa agus an té a bhfuil an teachtaireacht ceaptha dó
bíodh a fhios agat nach gceadaítear nochtadh, cóipeáil, scaipeadh nó úsáid an eolais
agus/nó an chomhaid seo agus b'fhéidir d'fhéadfadh bheith mídhleathach.

Tá ár Ráiteas Príobháideachta le fáil ar www.transport.gov.ie

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended
solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorised.  If you are
not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or
omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be unlawful.

Our Privacy Statement is available on www.transport.gov.ie 
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From: POWER Padraig
To: Heidi Reardon
Subject: Briefing Request for Minister"s Waterford Trip
Date: Tuesday 17 August 2021 12:50:06

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Heidi,
The Minister is making a trip to Waterford in early September and has requested a briefing on a
number of issues. Would it be possible for you to provide a briefing on the issues of rail freight,
(particularly concerning the Waterford/South-east area), the Barrow Bridge rail line, and Rosslare
Europort, especially concerning freight at the port? If there are any other issues which you think
might arise in the Ministers trip to Waterford please include them also.

If the briefing could be returned by COB this Friday 20th that would be much appreciated, and
please let me know if you have any questions.
Kind regards,
Pádraig
Pádraig Power
Public Transport Corporate Services Division – Rannóg um Chorparáid Seirbhísí Iompair Phoiblí
__
An Roinn Iompair
Department of Transport
Lána Líosain, Baile Átha Cliath, D02 TR60
Leeson Lane, Dublin, D02 TR60
__
Padraigpower@transport.gov.ie www.gov.ie/transport



From: GLACKIN Gerry
To: Heidi Reardon
Cc: BYRNE Miriam
Subject: FW: Request for Briefing for Minister Waterford Trip
Date: Thursday 12 August 2021 17:07:38

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Good afternoon Heidi,
We have been informed that the Minister is planning a trip to Waterford City in early September
and for which briefing material is requested. While the itinerary is still being worked on, we have
been advised that the meeting “…..will be in relation to the launch of a Transport For Ireland
initiative regarding a shared bike scheme and rail freight services. Provisionally the Minister
intends to meet with the CEO, Mayor and various directors of Waterford City & County Council.
Specifically, directors who deal with the Council’s Climate Strategic Policy Council or other
relevant services.”
In this regard, our own Greenways Division have also suggested there are two issues on their
side that may need rail-related input with the issues being:

1. the status of the Waterford Rosslare rail line feasibility study and the issue of the
proposed Rosslare to Waterford Greenway. DoT has funded some pre-construction work
on sections of the proposed greenway but the feasibility of the Waterford Rail Line is an
issue that we would need to address in the briefing.

2. the Urban Regeneration Scheme which involves a cycling and walking bridge and a link
from the trailhead for the Waterford New Ross Greenway at Ferrybank (DoT funding the
construction of this Greenway) to the trailhead at Bilberry for the Waterford Dungarvan
Greenway. Our Greenways colleagues seek a status report and understand that Irish Rail
are involved in this project.

Could you arrange please for the provision of appropriate briefing material on the matters cited
above i.e. Waterford area rail freight services, the Waterford Rosslare rail line feasibility study
and an update/status report on IÉ involvement in the Urban Regeneration Scheme, and any
other IÉ-related issues of relevance in Waterford. It would be appreciated if any such material

could be provided by c.o.b. 23rd August please to allow compiling of composite briefing.
Thank you and Regards,
Gerry Glackin
Sustainable Mobility Investment and Policy Division
An Roinn Iompair
Department of Transport
Lána Líosain, Baile Átha Cliath, D02 TR60
Leeson Lane, Dublin, D02 TR60
T +353 (0)1 604 1377 Working from home
Gerryglackin@transport.gov.ie
www.gov.ie/transport
************************************************************
Tá eolas sa teachtaireacht leictreonach seo a d'fhéadfadh bheith príobháideach nó faoi rún
agus b'fhéidir go mbeadh ábhar rúnda nó pribhléideach ann. Is le h-aghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine nó le h-aghaidh an aonáin atá ainmnithe thuas agus le haghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine sin amháin atá an t-eolas. Tá cosc ar rochtain don teachtaireacht leictreonach seo
do aon duine eile. Murab ionann tusa agus an té a bhfuil an teachtaireacht ceaptha dó bíodh
a fhios agat nach gceadaítear nochtadh, cóipeáil, scaipeadh nó úsáid an eolais agus/nó an
chomhaid seo agus b'fhéidir d'fhéadfadh bheith mídhleathach.
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to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be unlawful.
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ROSSLARE TO WATERFORD GREENWAY 

The Rosslare to Waterford line was closed in 2010 during the economic crisis.  Its economic sustainability had 

been severely impacted in 2006, when our highly intensive sugar beet freight operation ceased when the 

industry ended in Ireland.  The remaining passenger business could not be sustained during the economic and 

funding crisis we faced. 

 

The local authorities had in recent years been advancing a plan for a Greenway on the line, which we had 

been working to facilitate on a licence basis – the licence arrangement would ensure Iarnród Éireann could 

reclaim the alignment if it were required in the future. 

 

However, upon the confirmation of the all-island strategic rail review, this proposal has been paused by all 

parties, pending the outcome of the review.  This is in line with Iarnród Éireann’s policy that greenways should 

only be considered for disused rail alignments where there is no medium term prospect, or active policy 

consideration, for their use for rail purposes. 

 

 

ROSSLARE TO NEW ROSS GREENWAY 

Iarnród Éireann undertook the Statutory Abandonment of the Waterford to New Ross rail line in September 

2020 and are now collaborating with Wexford and Kilkenny County Councils in the construction of the South 

East Greenway, terminating at Abbey Road, just east of the Bus Eireann Depot. The link to join with the 

Dungarvan Greenway south of the city had been agreed in the context the SDZ development scheme. Revised 

arrangements in this regard are in discussion and Iarnród Éireann fully supports the project.   
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BARROW BRIDGE  

Iarnród Éireann has maintained the Barrow Bridge and operated it for maritime activity over the past 11 years, 

and has staffed it fully, notwithstanding the fact that services have been suspended on the route during that 

time. 

In the absence of any rail services, it is appropriate that the right of way should be given to the marine traffic 

to pass through the bridge unencumbered.   The onus is on Iarnród Éireann to manage our infrastructure safely 

and efficiently, and in consultation with the Port of New Ross/Wexford County Council and National Transport 

Authority (NTA), the decision has been made to temporarily secure the bridge in an open position. 

The planned securing of the bridge in the open position is a temporary measure and in no way removes the 

future functionality of the bridge for carrying rail traffic should services on this line resume, pending decisions 

arising from the All-island rail review.  Wexford County Council had been seeking the development of the route 

as a Greenway, which CIÉ and Iarnród Éireann were facilitating given the fact that it did not feature in any 

medium to long term plans for the rail network.  However, this process is now on hold pending the All-island 

rail review. 

IÉ as a competent authority, has considered all appropriate measures to ensure continued safe operations at 

this location. The proposal has been designed by a competent structural engineer and provides for the pinning 

of the bridge opening section in the open position for marine traffic. The change is being managed through the 

normal IÉ safety approvals processes.   

In addition, IÉ has been working closely with the Port of New Ross, Wexford County Council and 

Commissioners for Irish Lights to make improvements to the operations at Barrow Bridge. We are currently in 

the process of improving the navigational aids and lighting to assist marine traffic to safely navigate the route. 

IÉ has current systems in place to monitor the operations at Barrow Bridge and where a third party is found 

liable for damage at this location, IÉ will pursue those parties for costs.  

The design solution for holding the bridge in the position open to marine traffic is such that it can be easily 

reversed should there be a resumption of services on the line.  

 

IÉ INVOLVEMENT IN URBAN REGENERATION SCHEME IN WATERFORD 

Integral to the proposed Waterford North Quays development is a relocated Waterford Plunkett Station, and 

associated infrastructure works, to form part of an integrated public transport hub. 

The main developer of the original Waterford North Quays proposal, Falcon Real Estate Development Ireland 

Limited has not met its financial commitments within the specified timeframe and are now believed to have 

withdrawn from the project.  

Waterford City & County Council ( WCCC ) have been aware of this situation for some time and in parallel 

opened discussions with the Department of Transport, NTA and the relevant section in the URDF area, who 

have agreed to continue to fund the public transport elements of the project funding while WCCC engage with 

other developers on the project. 
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It is WCCC's belief that work on the rock stabilisation and western flood defences (both of which benefit the 

current and proposed station) will proceed in the next few months. IE will await formal approval of these 

elements and will continue to support these works as they proceed in the short term. There are regular project 

meetings with WCCC on the development and they will continue until resolution on the way forward is reached. 

 

 

 

Jim Meade 

Chief Executive, Iarnrod Éireann. 

 

 

 



From: Michael Dwyer
To: Heidi Reardon
Subject: James Browne TD - Michelle Byrne - South East on Track - new worrying info
Date: Friday 11 June 2021 09:51:35
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Heidi,
Please find below an email received for your appropriate
consideration.
Best wishes,
Michael.
PA to James Browne T.D.
Minister of State for Law Reform at the Department of Justice

The Minister is a Designated Public Official under the Regulation of Lobbying Act, 2015 (details

available on www.lobbying.ie).

Please note that any personal data contained in your email correspondence with me will be
processed by me and my staff as a data controller in accordance with applicable data protection
law. Much of this data processing will be done in connection with representations/requests made
and also for electoral purposes. If you have received this email in error, please notify us
immediately and then delete it. Please do not copy it, disclose its contents or use it for any other
purpose. Thank you.
I’d like to stay in touch with you. If you don’t wish to receive any further information or contact
from me, please email ‘STOP’ to this email address.

From:  
Sent: Wednesday 9 June 2021 12:41
Subject: South East on Track - new worrying info
Dear Deputy,
I am writing today to report my concerns about the Barrow Rail Bridge on the Wexford to Waterford
Line. On good authority, I have learned recently that Irish Rail plans to secure this bridge permanently



in the open to marine traffic position.
Despite Irish Rail's claims to the contrary, securing this bridge in the open position will render it
permanently out of service, destroying a connection between Waterford & Wexford that has existed
since 1906.
Furthermore, the Bridge has National Significance in the National Inventory of Architectural Heritage.
The bridge is still usable, and was most recently crossed by a train on Monday May 31, 2021. No
matter the future of this transport corridor, be it as an operational railway or a greenway, securing the
bridge in the open position will most likely prevent any future crossings of the river Barrow using this
bridge.
Could you please interject in any way you can to make sure this doesn't happen? I believe we have to
move fast on this as it's due to happen this month.
If you want to learn more about the campaign you can check out southeastontrack.com.
Kind regards,

[she/her]

Beartas ríomhphoist an Oireachtais agus séanadh. oireachtas.ie/ga/email-policy/ 
Oireachtas email policy and disclaimer. oireachtas.ie/en/email-policy/



From: Michael Dwyer
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Minister Ryan,
Please find below an email received from . I would be
grateful if you would review this matter.
Best wishes,
Michael
PA to James Browne T.D.
Minister of State for Law Reform at the Department of Justice
The Minister is a Designated Public Official under the Regulation of Lobbying Act, 2015 (details

available on www.lobbying.ie).

Please note that any personal data contained in your email correspondence with me will be
processed by me and my staff as a data controller in accordance with applicable data protection
law. Much of this data processing will be done in connection with representations/requests made
and also for electoral purposes. If you have received this email in error, please notify us
immediately and then delete it. Please do not copy it, disclose its contents or use it for any other
purpose. Thank you.
I’d like to stay in touch with you. If you don’t wish to receive any further information or contact
from me, please email ‘STOP’ to this email address.

From:  
Sent: Monday 14 June 2021 09:42
Subject: Waterford to Wexford Rail Line

Hello,

I am writing today to report my concerns about the Barrow Rail Bridge on the Wexford to

Waterford Line. On good authority, I have learned recently that Irish Rail plans to secure this

bridge permanently in the open to marine traffic position.

Despite Irish Rail's claims to the contrary, securing this bridge in the open position will render it

permanently out of service, destroying a connection between Waterford & Wexford that has

existed since 1906. Furthermore, the Bridge has National Significance in the National Inventory

of Architectural Heritage. The bridge is still usable, and was most recently crossed by a train on

Monday May 31, 2021. No matter the future of this transport corridor, be it as an operational

railway or a greenway, securing the bridge in the open position will most likely prevent any

future crossings of the river Barrow using this bridge.







From: Marc OCathasaigh
To: Jim Meade
Cc: Heidi Reardon
Subject: Marc Ó Cathasaigh TD - Barrow Bridge
Date: Thursday 26 August 2021 14:11:51

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jim, a chara,
There has been considerable worry in the Southeast regarding the future of the Barrow Bridge,
and in particular the section that swings in order to allow riverine traffic to access the Barrow
and New Ross. Many are concerned that pinning the swinging section in the open position would
lead to a rapid decline in the mechanism that would be a further blow to any future viability of
the line. It is an issue that I and others have flagged with Minister Ryan on a number of
occasions.
Can you confirm to me that there are no plans to pin the bridge in the open position this
calendar year?
Is mise, le meas,
Marc Ó Cathasaigh TD.

Beartas ríomhphoist an Oireachtais agus séanadh. oireachtas.ie/ga/email-policy/ 
Oireachtas email policy and disclaimer. oireachtas.ie/en/email-policy/



From: Matt Shanahan
To: Jim Meade
Subject: Matt Shanahan TD - The ongoing position regarding the Barrow Bridge
Date: Tuesday 24 August 2021 17:37:34
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CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Jim,
I have contacted you in the past without unfortunately receiving any acknowledgement to my
communication or the information sought that it registered.
As you are aware a review of rail infrastructure was announced a part of which concerns the
present Barrow Bridge linking Wexford and Waterford.
Can you please provide me some status update to the following -

1. The present timelines that you understand around this rail review and its completion date
2. Pending the review's completion a decision was taken by CIE to retain the barrowbridge in

an ‘open’ position - there is considerable disquiet in many quarters regarding the
maintenance of the bridge in this open position but most especially of the ‘lock and close’
mechanism which many in engineering circles are questioning the added stresses
retaining the bridge in an open position is causing.

I don't expect you to provide me with an engineer's report but I would like an assurance from
Iarnród Éireann that you are constantly monitoring the closing section of rail and where needed
are closing it to ensure that all systems are working as required.
I’d appreciate a response at your earliest convenience,
Many thanks,

Deputy Matt Shanahan T.D. (Ind) Waterford
Constituency Office, St Catherines Hall,
Catherine Street, Waterford.
051-876956

Beartas ríomhphoist an Oireachtais agus séanadh. oireachtas.ie/ga/email-policy/ 
Oireachtas email policy and disclaimer. oireachtas.ie/en/email-policy/



From: Paul Kehoe
To: IE Oireachtas Liaison
Subject: Paul Kehoe TD - Barrow Rail Bridge
Date: Monday 14 June 2021 15:25:01

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Jim,

I have been contacted by a number of constituents regarding the Barrow Rail
Bridge on the Wexford to Waterford Line and whether it is to be secured
permanently in the open to marine traffic position.

There has been much local discussion regarding this line and there is strong
feeling that the aforementioned action will have a huge impact on the matter
the future of this transport corridor, be it as an operational railway or a
greenway.

I would be grateful if you could provide clarity on this matter,

I look forward to hearing from you.

Kind regards,

Yours Sincerely

____________________
Paul Kehoe, TD

Beartas ríomhphoist an Oireachtais agus séanadh. oireachtas.ie/ga/email-policy/ 
Oireachtas email policy and disclaimer. oireachtas.ie/en/email-policy/



From: DOOCEY Garret
To: Heidi Reardon
Cc: Don Cunningham; Éamonn Ballance; Hugh Creegan
Subject: PQ on Barrow Bridge: Answer from yesterday
Date: Thursday 17 June 2021 08:18:54

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Heidi,
 
I know you have some Barrow Bridge related correspondence directed to Jim.
 
For information this PQ below was answered yesterday and a very similar question and answer is
being taken today.
 
Thanks and regards
 
Garret
 
To ask the Minister for Transport if the reopening of the Wexford to Waterford rail
line is to be considered as part of the Strategic Rail Review now underway; his
views pending the outcome of this strategic review of the decision of Irish Rail to
secure the Barrow Bridge in a permanently open position; his views on whether
this action has implications for any future use of the bridge for rail or as part of a
potential greenway; and if he will make a statement on the matter.
 
As the Deputy is aware, a Strategic Rail Review will commence shortly and the procurement
process is well underway in relation to that Review.  This Review will examine the rail network on
the island of Ireland in relation to improving sustainable connectivity between the major cities,
enhancing regional accessibility, supporting balanced regional development and rail connectivity
to our international gateways, with the latter also considering the role of rail freight. 
 
The Review will also consider the potential scope for improved rail services along the various
existing, or future potential, corridors of the network and that scope will certainly include the
potential afforded by disused and closed lines such as the Wexford to Waterford line.
 
With regard to the Barrow Bridge, I can inform the Deputy that I am aware of the matter raised
and indeed discussed the issue previously in the House in relation to this line generally. As
previously stated, it is the case the line has been closed to scheduled services for almost 11 years
now. The National Transport Authority and Iarnód Éireann have agreed that, reflecting that fact,
the bridge should be left in the ‘open’ position for marine traffic as trade continues of course in
the port of New Ross.  I am informed that the planned securing of the bridge in the open
position in no way removes the future functionality of the bridge for carrying rail traffic should
services on this line resume, nor, I would stress, does it in any way impede consideration of the
line in the context of the Strategic Rail Review. I understand that Iarnód Éireann will ensure the
continued functionality of the bridge through scheduled movements which will allay potential
concerns that may exist as regards the permanency of the changed position.
 
I look forward to the Strategic Rail Review and its consideration of the strategic potential of the
rail network on the island of Ireland, including the Wexford to Waterford line.



 
************************************************************
Tá eolas sa teachtaireacht leictreonach seo a d'fhéadfadh bheith príobháideach nó faoi rún
agus b'fhéidir go mbeadh ábhar rúnda nó pribhléideach ann. Is le h-aghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine nó le h-aghaidh an aonáin atá ainmnithe thuas agus le haghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine sin amháin atá an t-eolas. Tá cosc ar rochtain don teachtaireacht leictreonach seo
do aon duine eile.  Murab ionann tusa agus an té a bhfuil an teachtaireacht ceaptha dó
bíodh a fhios agat nach gceadaítear nochtadh, cóipeáil, scaipeadh nó úsáid an eolais
agus/nó an chomhaid seo agus b'fhéidir d'fhéadfadh bheith mídhleathach.
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The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended
solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorised.  If you are
not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or
omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be unlawful.

Our Privacy Statement is available on www.transport.gov.ie 
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From: ePQ (Transport)
To: Heidi Reardon
Subject: PQ Referred: 34767/21, for answer 29/06/2021, Written from - Catherine Connolly
Date: Tuesday 29 June 2021 17:56:02

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

PQ 34767/21 has been refered to Iarnród Éireann by DONNELLY Shane
(ShaneDONNELLY@transport.gov.ie).

Dail Question No: 128

To ask the Minister for Transport further to Parliamentary Question No. 33 of 17 June
2021, if he will provide specific details in relation to these scheduled movements including
the planned frequency of the scheduled movements and the evidence to support this
frequency in terms of ensuring the continuation of the current functionality of the bridge;
and if he will make a statement on the matter.

Dail Question No: 129

To ask the Minister for Transport further to Parliamentary Question No. 33 of 17 June
2021, if he has sought and or received any independent advice or evaluation in relation
Iarnród Éireann's decision including from the Commission for Railway Regulation; and if
he will make a statement on the matter.

Answer

As the Deputy is aware, as Minister for Transport  I have responsibility for policy and
overall funding in relation to public transport. The maintenance of the rail network,
including 'closed' lines such as the Wexford to Waterford line, is a matter for Iarnród
Éireann in the first instance.

As is well-known there have been no scheduled passenger services on the Wexford to
Waterford line in almost 11 years at this stage. Services ceased in accordance with
the applicable legislative framework and subject to an agreement between Iarnród Éireann
and the National Transport Authority. The maintenance of 'closed' lines is a matter for
Iarnród Éireann as Infrastructure Manager and I am informed there is no role as such for
the Commission for Rail Regulation in this matter.

As I have previously stated I am informed that the planned securing of the bridge in the
open position in no way removes the future functionality of the bridge to carry rail traffic
should services on this line resume. In view of Iarnród Éireann's responsibility in this
matter, I have referred the Deputy's question to the company for a detailed direct reply in
relation to the planned frequency of the scheduled movements and the evidence to support
this frequency in terms of ensuring the continuation of the current functionality of the
bridge. Please contact my private office if you do not receive a reply within 10 working
days.



From: DOOCEY Garret
To: Jim Meade
Cc: Heidi Reardon; MCNEILL Jan-Claire; Don Cunningham; Éamonn Ballance; GLACKIN Gerry
Subject: PQs 34766/34767 re Barrow Bridge: Complaint to Ceann Comhairle
Date: Wednesday 25 August 2021 12:09:20
Attachments: letter to Ceann Comhairle re Barrow rail bridge.pdf

Catherine Connolly TD - PQ34767-21 - DQ128 DQ129 - Barrow Bridge - 20.07.21.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Jim,

The Office of the Ceann Comhairle has forwarded the attached letter to the Minister’s Office and
a response is being prepared for the Minister’s signature.

The letter (from Mick Wallace MEP) alleges the Minister misled the Dáil in relation to PQs
answered on 16 & 17 June 2021 on the issue of the Barrow Bridge and offers as evidence of that
allegation a response received from Iarnród Éireann on foot of another PQ referred to it on 29
June and answered by the Company on 20 July. As you are aware, such an allegation is a very
serious matter under Dáil Éireann’s Standing Orders relative to Public Business .

The responses prepared for the PQs over June were informed by discussions with Iarnród
Éireann, including the statement by the Minister that ‘I understand that Iarnód Éireann will
ensure the continued functionality of the bridge through scheduled movements which will allay
potential concerns that may exist as regards the permanency of the changed position.’.

I would be grateful if the Company could, as a matter of urgency, provide further detail to allow
the Minister respond to the Ceann Comhairle. We would need this information by COB Friday.

Thanks and regards

Garret  

************************************************************
Tá eolas sa teachtaireacht leictreonach seo a d'fhéadfadh bheith príobháideach nó faoi rún
agus b'fhéidir go mbeadh ábhar rúnda nó pribhléideach ann. Is le h-aghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine nó le h-aghaidh an aonáin atá ainmnithe thuas agus le haghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine sin amháin atá an t-eolas. Tá cosc ar rochtain don teachtaireacht leictreonach seo
do aon duine eile.  Murab ionann tusa agus an té a bhfuil an teachtaireacht ceaptha dó
bíodh a fhios agat nach gceadaítear nochtadh, cóipeáil, scaipeadh nó úsáid an eolais
agus/nó an chomhaid seo agus b'fhéidir d'fhéadfadh bheith mídhleathach.

Tá ár Ráiteas Príobháideachta le fáil ar www.transport.gov.ie

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended
solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorised.  If you are
not the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or
omitted to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be unlawful.

Our Privacy Statement is available on www.transport.gov.ie 
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Catherine Connolly TD 

Dáil Éireann, 

Leinster House, 

Kildare Street, 

Dublin 2 

catherineconnolly@oireachtas.ie 

 

20th July 2021 

 

Dear Deputy Connolly, 

 

I refer to your Parliamentary Question 34767/21 below to Mr. Eamon Ryan, T.D., Minister for Transport, which has 

been passed to me to respond directly. 

 

Dail Question No: 128 

To ask the Minister for Transport further to Parliamentary Question No. 33 of 17 June 2021, if he will provide 

specific details in relation to these scheduled movements including the planned frequency of the scheduled 

movements and the evidence to support this frequency in terms of ensuring the continuation of the current 

functionality of the bridge; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  

 

Dail Question No: 129 

To ask the Minister for Transport further to Parliamentary Question No. 33 of 17 June 2021, if he has sought 

and or received any independent advice or evaluation in relation Iarnród Éireann's decision including from 

the Commission for Railway Regulation; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 

  

Iarnród Éireann (IÉ) has maintained the Barrow Bridge and operated it for maritime activity over the past 11 years, 

and has staffed it fully, notwithstanding the fact that services have been suspended on the route during that time. 

 

In the absence of any rail services, it is entirely appropriate that the right of way should be given to the marine traffic 

to pass through the bridge unencumbered.   The onus is on Iarnród Éireann to manage our infrastructure safely and 

efficiently, and in consultation with the Port of New Ross/Wexford County Council and National Transport Authority 

(NTA), the decision has been made to temporarily secure the bridge in an open position. 

 

I can confirm that the planned securing of the bridge in the open position is a temporary measure and in no way 

removes the future functionality of the bridge for carrying rail traffic should services on this line resume, pending 

decisions arising from the All-island rail review.  Wexford County Council had been seeking the development of the 

route as a Greenway, which CIÉ and Iarnród Éireann were facilitating given the fact that it did not feature in any 

medium to long term plans for the rail network.  However, this process is now on hold pending the All-island rail 

review. 

 



 

 

IÉ as a competent authority, has considered all appropriate measures to ensure continued safe operations at this 

location. The proposal has been designed by a competent structural engineer and provides for the pinning of the 

bridge opening section in the open position for marine traffic. The change is being managed through the normal IÉ 

safety approvals processes.   

 

In addition, IÉ has been working closely with the Port of New Ross, Wexford County Council and Commissioners for 

Irish Lights to make improvements to the operations at Barrow Bridge. We are currently in the process of improving 

the navigational aids and lighting to assist marine traffic to safely navigate the route. 

 

IÉ has current systems in place to monitor the operations at Barrow Bridge and where a third party is found liable for 

damage at this location, IÉ will pursue those parties for costs.  

 

I can again confirm that the design solution for holding the bridge in the position open to marine traffic is such that it 

can be easily reversed should there be a resumption of services on the line.  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Jim Meade 

Chief Executive 

 







From: South East on Track
To: Heidi Reardon; Jim Meade
Cc: Barry Kenny; Brendan Howlin; Frank Allen (IE); Malcolm Byrne; Marc OCathasaigh; NAUGHTON Adrian;

Steven Matthews; Verona Murphy; anne.graham@nationaltransport.ie; fred.barry@nationaltransport.ie;
mick.wallace@europarl.europa.eu; minister@transport.gov.ie

Subject: SEOT Response to Mr. Meade (IÉ) 9 September 2021
Date: Thursday 9 September 2021 20:43:43
Attachments: SEOT Letter to Jim Meade 9 September 2021.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Meade,

Please find attached our response to your letter dated June 17.

We look forward to your response.

Regards,

on behalf of
SOUTH EAST ON TRACK
southeastontrack.com
facebook: South East on Track
twitter: https://twitter.com/seontrack

On Thu, Jun 17, 2021 at 6:02 PM Heidi Reardon <Heidi.Reardon@irishrail.ie> wrote:

Dear Mr Ryan,

 

Please find attached letter on behalf of the Chief Executive, Iarnród Éireann.

 

Kind regards,

 

Heidi

 

Heidi Reardon

For Jim Meade, Chief Executive, Iarnród Éireann, Connolly Station, Dublin 1, D01 V6V6.

( 00 353 1 703 2454   * heidi.reardon@irishrail.ie  ü www.irishrail.ie



 

 

From: South East on Track [mailto:southeastontrack@gmail.com] 
Sent: 10 June 2021 14:48
To: Jim Meade <Jim.Meade@irishrail.ie>
Cc: Heidi Reardon <Heidi.Reardon@irishrail.ie>; Frank Allen (IE) <Frank.Allen@irishrail.ie>;
minister@transport.gov.ie; anne.graham@nationaltransport.ie; Don Cunningham
<Don.Cunningham@irishrail.ie>; Éamonn Ballance <Eamonn.Ballance@irishrail.ie>; Barry
Kenny <Barry.Kenny@irishrail.ie>; Emmett Cotter <Emmett.COTTER@irishrail.ie>; Steven
Matthews <steven.matthews@oireachtas.ie>; Marc OCathasaigh
<marc.ocathasaigh@oireachtas.ie>; Malcolm Byrne <malcolm.byrne@oireachtas.ie>;
fred.barry@nationaltransport.ie
Subject: Barrow Bridge UBH140: Waterford to Rosslare Rail Line

 

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

 

Dear Mr. Meade,

 

Please find the letter attached and in the body of this email below.

 

cc: Frank Allen Chair IE, Minister Ryan, Fred Barry Chair NTA, Anne Graham
CE NTA, Don Cunningham, Eamonn Ballance, Barry Kenny, Emmet Cotter,
Heidi Reardon, Steven Matthews TD, Marc O'Cathasaigh TD, Senator Malcolm
Byrne

 

We have attempted to contact you regarding the future of the Waterford to
Rosslare/Wexford rail line on February 10 and April 22 last, but have
been unsuccessful in receiving a response. 

We wish to draw your attention to the matter of the Barrow Bridge UBH140 on
the Rosslare/Waterford Railway Line. 

 

We have been informed that IÉ plan on permanently securing the bridge in the



open to shipping traffic in the near future effectively closing the currently out of
use railway between Waterford and Rosslare Strand, which carried an
engineering train as recent as last week. 

 

 

We are deeply concerned by this proposal , at a time when the Minister for
Transport has, on multiple occasions confirmed that this railway line is included
in the upcoming Strategic Rail Review. Furthermore, it is our understanding that
the Bridge is designed to rest in the closed position and occasionally opened for
Marine Traffic, as opposed to the inverse of this. It is also our understanding that
the bridge was not designed to be left open to shipping indefinitely.

1.     We formally request in view of the lack of community
consultation,  the absence of the above information, and in
deference to the expressed wishes of South East On Track
and the community we represent,  that you do not proceed
with this planned action and that you await Government
consideration  of the findings of the Strategic Rail Review.

2.     We meanwhile are hereby requesting:

·         sight of the Risk assessment taken by you that
informs your decision, or those that advise you.

·         Sight of any independent engineering assessment
conducted by the NTA, the CRR, or another qualifying
authority?

·         An explanation of the changes in the latching
operation that would permanently lock the bridge in the
open to shipping mode as we have serious questions
regarding the reversibility of such a procedure. 

3.     As Iarnród Eireann Chief Executive, please confirm who
will carry responsibility for costs if the bridge becomes
damaged through this unprecedented action. We are
concerned that any such costs will be added to those required
to reinstate rail services in future and the negative effect that
this will have on the Cost Benefit Analysis required under the
Public Spending Code.



 

With regard to the operation and staffing of the Barrow Bridge itself, we refer to
the Asset Management Plan published 2010: 

 

The present bridge latching operation is insufficient to
permanently lock the bridge in an “open to shipping”
mode.
Future
The manning of the bridge could be reduced to match
the shifts of the 2 pilotmen from New Ross Harbour
Commission who only bring commercial shipping
through at high tide.

 

4.     Please clarify why the Bridge was not manned to match
the shifts of the New Ross Harbour Pilot as suggested in the
initial Asset Management Plan, thus reducing costs and
keeping the bridge operational?

 

On behalf of our over 2,700 members, we hope for a timely response to
this matter on this extremely important matter.

 

Regards,

 

, Acting Chair

South East on Track

 

Phone: 



 

 

 

on behalf of

SOUTH EAST ON TRACK

southeastontrack.com

facebook: South East on Track

twitter: https://twitter.com/seontrack

 

 

On Wed, Feb 10, 2021 at 9:08 PM South East on Track <southeastontrack@gmail.com>
wrote:

Dear Mr. Meade,

 

Hope you are well and staying safe in these strange times. I'm writing to you today on
behalf of South East on Track - we're an advocacy group based in the South East
campaigning for improved rail services in our region.

 

There are two items we would like to raise your attention to. 

 

Wexford-Waterford

As part of the National Development Plan's Review to Renew Public Consultation, we
have prepared a Business Case supporting the Wexford & Rosslare to Waterford rail
line. We have submitted the case to the Department of Public Expenditure, and are
attaching a copy to this email. It is also available on our website
here: https://southeastontrack.com/business-case

 

The Business Case has generated some significant local interest, with articles & radio
interviews appearing in the media.

 

At this juncture, we would like to note the minutes of the IE Board Meeting occuring
25th of June 2019. The minutes read as follows:  

 asked why Iarnród Éireann would entertain a proposal for a Greenway on



the Waterford/Rosslare Line rather than encouraging rail freight given the current
climate action agenda. Mr. Cunningham explained that if they are of community
benefit, the policy is to be supportive of Greenways on closed lines. However, Iarnród
Éireann retains the right to take the line back provided there is a business case
supporting the reopening of the line. 

 

As we have presented a business & passenger case, we would dearly like to discuss its
contents with you in the future. We are aware that Minister Ryan stated last month that
he has "requested my Department to prepare terms of reference for a Strategic Rail
Review. This Review will consider all relevant issues in relation to inter-urban rail,
inter/intra-regional rail and rail connectivity to our international gateways, with the
latter considering the role of rail freight".

 

We strongly feel that the Rosslare-Waterford line should constitute a part of this
review. This is outlined at length in the attached document and we are hoping to
arrange a friendly discussion with you in the future.

 

 

Rosslare-Dublin

We are aware of plans to increase service levels on the Inter-City Dublin-Rosslare and
the Commuter Service Dublin-Gorey in the coming years. We welcome any increase
in service frequency and believe this is vital to the long term future of the line. 

 

We would like to refer to some sections included as part of Irish Rail's submission to
the consultation process to the Wexford County Development Plan in 2020. 

 

Extract: This will be complemented by a clock-face timetable for Intercity routes to
deliver a service pattern where services depart at regular intervals. Iarnród Éireann’s
future plans for the Rosslare to Dublin services is to increase services towards a two-
hourly all-day pattern, subject to demand levels. The introduction of this level of
frequency to Wexford County from Dublin will be dependent on the implementation of
DART+ and the facilitation of an efficient interchange with DART+ services at
Greystones station

 

In addition to this extract we note the correspondence between yourself and Minister
Simon Harris last October, namely:

 

 Extract: Thank you for your email of 23rd October regarding trains services from
Wicklow to Dublin. Iarnród Éireann is not planning to make any changes to direct
services from Wexford/Wicklow to Dublin. In public consultations for DART+ West,



There are a range of reports and studies in the support documentation which include
studies which look at the full network after the entirety of DART+ is delivered, and
options to absolutely maximise capacity of such a network.

 

However, nothing therein is a committed timetable for the future, and DART+ West
will not - nor does it propose to - negatively impact service levels or direct services
to/from the city centre for customers travelling from Counties Wicklow and Wexford.
We look forward to continuing and enhancing services between Wexford/Wicklow and
Dublin, and DART+ Coastal, a subsequent phase of DART+, will examine how to best
achieve this.

 

 

As previously mentioned, we welcome any increase in service on the Dublin-
Rosslare line, but we do have concerns about the nature of the Greystones
Interchange. If every Inter City Train stops at Greystones requiring a transfer to
the Dart Network, we are concerned this will negatively impact the appeal of the
service. 

 

We would like to speak with you regarding the plans contained in
DART+ Coastal, and their potential impacts on the Wexford & Wicklow Service.

 

Once again, we look forward to hopefully meeting with you via Zoom or similar, and
we wish you a sincere thank you for your service to Irish public transport. We hope
the post Covid years ahead will contain many moments of success for Iarnród Éireann.

 

Warm regards,

 

on behalf of

SOUTH EAST ON TRACK

southeastontrack.com

facebook: South East on Track

twitter: https://twitter.com/seontrack



Iarnrod Eireann Irish Rail, cuideachta ghniomhaiochta ainmnithe, faoi theorainn scaireanna, claraithe
in Eirinn ag Staisiun Ui Chonghaile, Baile Atha Cliath 1, Ur. 119571 Ur. CBL: IE 4812851 O
Iarnrod Eireann Irish Rail, a designated activity company, limited by shares, registered in Ireland at
Connolly Station, Dublin 1, No. 119571 VAT No. IE 4812851 O

-- 
on behalf of
SOUTH EAST ON TRACK
southeastontrack.com
facebook: South East on Track
twitter: https://twitter.com/seontrack
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Acting Chair 

South East on Track 

southeastontrack@gmail.com 

September 9, 2021 

 

cc: Eamon Ryan TD, Minister for Transport, Marc Ó Cathasaigh TD, Steven Matthews TD, Brendan Howlin TD, 

Verona Murphy TD ,Senator Malcolm Byrne, Mick Wallace MEP 

 

 

 

Dear Mr. Meade, 

 

We thank you for your letter dated 17th June 2021, and we welcome the opportunity to respond. 

 

Since the receipt of your letter, you are no doubt aware that significant work has taken place on the Barrow Bridge 

UBH140 with a view towards the eventual securing of the bridge in the Open to Marine Traffic position.  

 

You will also be aware that this issue has been raised in a number of parliamentary questions, on the floor of the Dáil 

Chamber, as well as in the Oireachtas, and in media coverage across the South East in recent weeks. Suffice to say, 

there is significant interest in the future of this piece of infrastructure in our region.  

 

It will not be lost on you that the entire viability of this transport corridor is contingent on this crossing of the Barrow 

remaining operational. 

 

We are of course concerned by activity on the bridge during the week of August 23 – 29, 2021, when rivets were 

removed from the bridge and frames for fences added. Images of these interventions was widely shared on social 

media. We would ask you to confirm that the recent removal of rivets has not structurally altered or impacted the 

bridge or its load carrying capacity. 

 

We welcome your recent letter to Marc Ó Cathasaigh TD from last week which stated that scheduled movements to 

verify the mechanisms and systems on the swing section of the Barrow Railway bridge will be carried out in the event 

it is pinned in the “open to marine traffic” position.  

 

This operation will be conducted at a frequency of not more than a quarterly basis and will be formally programmed 

into the Iarnród Éireann asset management computerised systems, this will ensure the continued functionality of the 

bridge and its associated mechanisms. Furthermore the asset management system is evidence based and allows us 

to demonstrate compliance with the process for audit purposes. 
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I would further note that while there is ongoing activity on the safety and security of the bridge by our engineering 

teams there is no intention of progressing to pinning the bridge in the open position in the current calendar year. 

 

We of course welcome continued operation and usage of the bridge though at this juncture we would ask you to make 

a further commitment:  

 

You noted in your letter that the line “did not feature in any medium to long term plans for the rail network. However, 

this process is now on hold pending the All-island rail review.” We therefore ask that any future physical work to 

temporarily secure the bridge in the open-to-shipping position is placed on hold until the publication of the 

All-island Strategic Rail Review.  

 

Wexford County Council have graciously paused their Greenway proposal as a result of the Strategic Rail Review, so 

we ask also that you, as the Infrastructure Manager, ensure that Iarnród Éireann continue to maintain the 

infrastructure and until this process is completed. We at SEOT view the current plans to take the bridge out of regular 

operation as completely mis-timed. As Wexford County Council have altered their plans for the line, we expect you to 

commit to doing the same, given that the Government’s intent is to conduct an all island Strategic Rail Review and as 

such the recent intervention by IÉ impacting the viability of the railway has altered the context immediately ahead of 

this review 

 

We therefore ask you to undertake the following until the completion of the Strategic Rail Review and any 

assessment it takes on the line 

 

1. A quarterly inspection of the track by the track inspection vehicle, traversing the entirety of the line from 

Waterford (Plunkett) to Rosslare Strand. 

2. Inspections of UBH140, UBH147, UBH180, UBH198 on a regular basis using the inspection car and the road 

rail bridge inspection basket on a regular basis. 

3. Removal of any fencing or gates placed at the Barrow Bridge UBH140 or at the entrances to Snowhill Tunnel. 

4. Continuation of the annual weedspray programme   

 

Furthermore, we would like to note the contents of Iarnród Éireann’s submission to the draft Waterford City & County 

Development plan, dated August 31, 2021 and signed by you as Chief Executive. Within this submission, it is stated: .” 

Iarnród Éireann do not currently have plans to reinstate passenger or freight services on the closed Waterford-

Rosslare Europort line. This is subject to change following the outcomes of the all-island Strategic Rail Review by 

DoT/DfI(NI) and any assessment it undertakes on the line. In the interim until that Review is concluded and its 
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outcomes assessed, Iarnród Éireann will not compromise or release any of the route alignment of rail line for 

alternative uses, including its possible use as a greenway1. 

 

We believe that actions such as fencing off the rail line, removing structural elements, altering historic fabric and 

securing the bridge in the open to marine traffic position does in fact, compromise the route alignment, and the 

presence of gates and or fencing effectively severs a rail line that was traversed by a rail vehicle as recently as August 

2021. 

 

We would ask that Iarnród Éireann can commit to these requests on behalf of the people of the South East region until 

the completion of the Strategic Rail Review. 

 

 

Sincerely,. 

 

 

 

, Acting Chair 

South East on Track 

Phone:  

 

 

 

 
1 
https://consult.waterfordcouncil.ie/en/system/files/materials/805/1678/20210830%20IÉ%20Submission_Draft%20Waterford%20County%20Develop
ment%20Plan%20Consultation_Final.pdf 



From: South East on Track
To: Jim Meade
Cc: Heidi Reardon
Subject: South East on Track - Rosslare-Waterford & Rosslare-Dublin Lines
Date: Wednesday 10 February 2021 20:09:06
Attachments: SEOT Business Case FINAL Final.pdf

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Mr. Meade,

Hope you are well and staying safe in these strange times. I'm writing to you today on
behalf of South East on Track - we're an advocacy group based in the South East
campaigning for improved rail services in our region.

There are two items we would like to raise your attention to. 

Wexford-Waterford
As part of the National Development Plan's Review to Renew Public Consultation, we
have prepared a Business Case supporting the Wexford & Rosslare to Waterford rail line.
We have submitted the case to the Department of Public Expenditure, and are attaching a
copy to this email. It is also available on our website
here: https://southeastontrack.com/business-case

The Business Case has generated some significant local interest, with articles & radio
interviews appearing in the media.

At this juncture, we would like to note the minutes of the IE Board Meeting occuring 25th
of June 2019. The minutes read as follows:  
Ms. Roarty asked why Iarnród Éireann would entertain a proposal for a Greenway on the
Waterford/Rosslare Line rather than encouraging rail freight given the current climate
action agenda. Mr. Cunningham explained that if they are of community benefit, the policy
is to be supportive of Greenways on closed lines. However, Iarnród Éireann retains the
right to take the line back provided there is a business case supporting the reopening of the
line. 

As we have presented a business & passenger case, we would dearly like to discuss its
contents with you in the future. We are aware that Minister Ryan stated last month that he
has "requested my Department to prepare terms of reference for a Strategic Rail Review.
This Review will consider all relevant issues in relation to inter-urban rail, inter/intra-
regional rail and rail connectivity to our international gateways, with the latter
considering the role of rail freight".

We strongly feel that the Rosslare-Waterford line should constitute a part of this review.
This is outlined at length in the attached document and we are hoping to arrange a friendly
discussion with you in the future.

Rosslare-Dublin
We are aware of plans to increase service levels on the Inter-City Dublin-Rosslare and the
Commuter Service Dublin-Gorey in the coming years. We welcome any increase in
service frequency and believe this is vital to the long term future of the line. 



We would like to refer to some sections included as part of Irish Rail's submission to the
consultation process to the Wexford County Development Plan in 2020. 

Extract: This will be complemented by a clock-face timetable for Intercity routes to
deliver a service pattern where services depart at regular intervals. Iarnród Éireann’s
future plans for the Rosslare to Dublin services is to increase services towards a two-
hourly all-day pattern, subject to demand levels. The introduction of this level of frequency
to Wexford County from Dublin will be dependent on the implementation of DART+ and
the facilitation of an efficient interchange with DART+ services at Greystones station

In addition to this extract we note the correspondence between yourself and Minister
Simon Harris last October, namely:

 Extract: Thank you for your email of 23rd October regarding trains services from
Wicklow to Dublin. Iarnród Éireann is not planning to make any changes to direct services
from Wexford/Wicklow to Dublin. In public consultations for DART+ West, There are a
range of reports and studies in the support documentation which include studies which
look at the full network after the entirety of DART+ is delivered, and options to absolutely
maximise capacity of such a network.

However, nothing therein is a committed timetable for the future, and DART+ West will
not - nor does it propose to - negatively impact service levels or direct services to/from the
city centre for customers travelling from Counties Wicklow and Wexford. We look forward
to continuing and enhancing services between Wexford/Wicklow and Dublin, and DART+
Coastal, a subsequent phase of DART+, will examine how to best achieve this.

As previously mentioned, we welcome any increase in service on the Dublin-Rosslare
line, but we do have concerns about the nature of the Greystones Interchange. If
every Inter City Train stops at Greystones requiring a transfer to the Dart Network,
we are concerned this will negatively impact the appeal of the service. 

We would like to speak with you regarding the plans contained in DART+ Coastal,
and their potential impacts on the Wexford & Wicklow Service.

Once again, we look forward to hopefully meeting with you via Zoom or similar, and we
wish you a sincere thank you for your service to Irish public transport. We hope the post
Covid years ahead will contain many moments of success for Iarnród Éireann.

Warm regards,

on behalf of
SOUTH EAST ON TRACK
southeastontrack.com
facebook: South East on Track
twitter: https://twitter.com/seontrack





































































































From: POWER Padraig
To: Heidi Reardon
Subject: Urgent - Topical Issue - Barrow Railway Bridge in County Wexford
Date: Tuesday 29 June 2021 15:00:48

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Heidi,
 
A Topical Issue request has just come in regarding the issue of the Barrow Railway Bridge in
County Wexford, (see the full question below). Would it be possible for you to forward any
material IÉ has on the matter by 4pm today? Apologies for the very short turn-around time, the
request has only just come in.
 
“To ask the Minister for Transport to confirm that the Barrow Railway Bridge in County Wexford
will remain in a working position for as long as the National Strategic Rail Review is ongoing and
if he will make a statement on the matter.”
 
 
Thanks,
Pádraig
        
 
Pádraig Power
Public Transport Corporate Services Division – Rannóg um Chorparáid Seirbhísí Iompair Phoiblí
__
An Roinn Iompair
Department of Transport
 
Lána Líosain, Baile Átha Cliath, D02 TR60
Leeson Lane, Dublin, D02 TR60    
__
 
Padraigpower@transport.gov.ie www.gov.ie/transport
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Brendan Howlin TD 

Dáil Éireann, 

Leinster House, 

Kildare Street, 

Dublin 2 

11th July 2019 

Dear Minister Howlin, 

Thank you for your further letter of 3rd July regarding the Barrow Bridge in Wexford. 

I can confirm that the planned securing of the bridge in the open position is a temporary measure and in no way 

removes the future functionality of the bridge for carrying rail traffic should services on this line resume.  As you are 

aware, the bridge provides both a route for the passage of trains as well as marine activity. In the absence of any 

rail services, it is entirely appropriate that the right of way should be given to the marine traffic to pass through the 

bridge unencumbered.  I can further confirm that the design solution for holding the bridge in the position open to 

marine traffic is such that it can be easily reversed should there be a resumption of services on the line.  

With regard to the maintenance of the bridge, there is no intention at this time to alter the existing inspection and 

maintenance regimes currently in place for the bridge at this time. 

Yours sincerely, 

Jim Meade 

Chief Executive 
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Brendan Howlin TD 

Dáil Éireann, 

Leinster House, 

Kildare Street, 

Dublin 2 

 

29th May 2019  

 

 

 

 

Dear Minister Howlin, 

 

Thank you for your email of 17th May regarding the Barrow Bridge in Wexford. 

 

There is no proposal to close the Barrow Bridge.  The Barrow Bridge operating equipment is very old and requires 

significant resources to maintain and operate. While the railway line is suspended, the focus of operation has been 

to support the Port of New Ross shipping operations in line with our statutory responsibility for the bridge operation. 

 

In order to ensure the consistent delivery of the required shipping lane access for the Port of New Ross, we have 

reviewed the operation with the Port of New Ross Chief Executive and our Chief Civil Engineer and propose to 

temporarily secure the bridge in the open position for shipping traffic, improve the navigation controls and lighting 

on the bridge to required standard and allow the remote monitoring of the bridge operations.  

 

The effect of this proposed change will ensure the reliability of the operation for maritime navigation and reduce our 

operations and infrastructure costs in the meantime. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

 

Jim Meade 

Chief Executive 

 



From: Heidi Reardon
To: "GLACKIN Gerry"; "POWER Padraig"
Cc: BYRNE Miriam
Subject: Briefing Request for Minister"s Waterford Trip
Date: Monday 23 August 2021 13:48:55
Attachments: Briefing Request for Minister"s Waterford Trip.msg

FW Request for Briefing for Minister Waterford Trip.msg
Iarnród Éireann - DOT Briefing - Ministers Waterford Trip - 23.08.21.pdf

Dear all,

Please find attached briefing as requested for the Ministers trip to Waterford.

Kind regards,
Heidi

Heidi Reardon
For Jim Meade, Chief Executive, Iarnród Éireann, Connolly Station, Dublin 1, D01 V6V6.
( 00 353 1 703 2454   * heidi.reardon@irishrail.ie  ü www.irishrail.ie



From: POWER Padraig
To: Heidi Reardon
Subject: Briefing Request for Minister"s Waterford Trip
Date: Tuesday 17 August 2021 12:50:07

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Heidi,
The Minister is making a trip to Waterford in early September and has requested a briefing on a
number of issues. Would it be possible for you to provide a briefing on the issues of rail freight,
(particularly concerning the Waterford/South-east area), the Barrow Bridge rail line, and Rosslare
Europort, especially concerning freight at the port? If there are any other issues which you think
might arise in the Ministers trip to Waterford please include them also.

If the briefing could be returned by COB this Friday 20th that would be much appreciated, and
please let me know if you have any questions.
Kind regards,
Pádraig
Pádraig Power
Public Transport Corporate Services Division – Rannóg um Chorparáid Seirbhísí Iompair Phoiblí
__
An Roinn Iompair
Department of Transport
Lána Líosain, Baile Átha Cliath, D02 TR60
Leeson Lane, Dublin, D02 TR60
__
Padraigpower@transport.gov.ie www.gov.ie/transport



From: GLACKIN Gerry
To: Heidi Reardon
Cc: BYRNE Miriam
Subject: FW: Request for Briefing for Minister Waterford Trip
Date: Thursday 12 August 2021 17:07:39

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Good afternoon Heidi,
We have been informed that the Minister is planning a trip to Waterford City in early September
and for which briefing material is requested. While the itinerary is still being worked on, we have
been advised that the meeting “…..will be in relation to the launch of a Transport For Ireland
initiative regarding a shared bike scheme and rail freight services. Provisionally the Minister
intends to meet with the CEO, Mayor and various directors of Waterford City & County Council.
Specifically, directors who deal with the Council’s Climate Strategic Policy Council or other
relevant services.”
In this regard, our own Greenways Division have also suggested there are two issues on their
side that may need rail-related input with the issues being:

1. the status of the Waterford Rosslare rail line feasibility study and the issue of the
proposed Rosslare to Waterford Greenway. DoT has funded some pre-construction work
on sections of the proposed greenway but the feasibility of the Waterford Rail Line is an
issue that we would need to address in the briefing.

2. the Urban Regeneration Scheme which involves a cycling and walking bridge and a link
from the trailhead for the Waterford New Ross Greenway at Ferrybank (DoT funding the
construction of this Greenway) to the trailhead at Bilberry for the Waterford Dungarvan
Greenway. Our Greenways colleagues seek a status report and understand that Irish Rail
are involved in this project.

Could you arrange please for the provision of appropriate briefing material on the matters cited
above i.e. Waterford area rail freight services, the Waterford Rosslare rail line feasibility study
and an update/status report on IÉ involvement in the Urban Regeneration Scheme, and any
other IÉ-related issues of relevance in Waterford. It would be appreciated if any such material

could be provided by c.o.b. 23rd August please to allow compiling of composite briefing.
Thank you and Regards,
Gerry Glackin
Sustainable Mobility Investment and Policy Division
An Roinn Iompair
Department of Transport
Lána Líosain, Baile Átha Cliath, D02 TR60
Leeson Lane, Dublin, D02 TR60
T +353 (0)1 604 1377 Working from home
Gerryglackin@transport.gov.ie
www.gov.ie/transport
************************************************************
Tá eolas sa teachtaireacht leictreonach seo a d'fhéadfadh bheith príobháideach nó faoi rún
agus b'fhéidir go mbeadh ábhar rúnda nó pribhléideach ann. Is le h-aghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine nó le h-aghaidh an aonáin atá ainmnithe thuas agus le haghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine sin amháin atá an t-eolas. Tá cosc ar rochtain don teachtaireacht leictreonach seo
do aon duine eile. Murab ionann tusa agus an té a bhfuil an teachtaireacht ceaptha dó bíodh
a fhios agat nach gceadaítear nochtadh, cóipeáil, scaipeadh nó úsáid an eolais agus/nó an
chomhaid seo agus b'fhéidir d'fhéadfadh bheith mídhleathach.



Tá ár Ráiteas Príobháideachta le fáil ar www.transport.gov.ie

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended
solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorised. If you are not
the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted
to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be unlawful.

Our Privacy Statement is available on www.transport.gov.ie 
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ROSSLARE TO WATERFORD GREENWAY 

The Rosslare to Waterford line was closed in 2010 during the economic crisis.  Its economic sustainability had 

been severely impacted in 2006, when our highly intensive sugar beet freight operation ceased when the 

industry ended in Ireland.  The remaining passenger business could not be sustained during the economic and 

funding crisis we faced. 

 

The local authorities had in recent years been advancing a plan for a Greenway on the line, which we had 

been working to facilitate on a licence basis – the licence arrangement would ensure Iarnród Éireann could 

reclaim the alignment if it were required in the future. 

 

However, upon the confirmation of the all-island strategic rail review, this proposal has been paused by all 

parties, pending the outcome of the review.  This is in line with Iarnród Éireann’s policy that greenways should 

only be considered for disused rail alignments where there is no medium term prospect, or active policy 

consideration, for their use for rail purposes. 

 

 

ROSSLARE TO NEW ROSS GREENWAY 

Iarnród Éireann undertook the Statutory Abandonment of the Waterford to New Ross rail line in September 

2020 and are now collaborating with Wexford and Kilkenny County Councils in the construction of the South 

East Greenway, terminating at Abbey Road, just east of the Bus Eireann Depot. The link to join with the 

Dungarvan Greenway south of the city had been agreed in the context the SDZ development scheme. Revised 

arrangements in this regard are in discussion and Iarnród Éireann fully supports the project.   
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BARROW BRIDGE  

Iarnród Éireann has maintained the Barrow Bridge and operated it for maritime activity over the past 11 years, 

and has staffed it fully, notwithstanding the fact that services have been suspended on the route during that 

time. 

In the absence of any rail services, it is appropriate that the right of way should be given to the marine traffic 

to pass through the bridge unencumbered.   The onus is on Iarnród Éireann to manage our infrastructure safely 

and efficiently, and in consultation with the Port of New Ross/Wexford County Council and National Transport 

Authority (NTA), the decision has been made to temporarily secure the bridge in an open position. 

The planned securing of the bridge in the open position is a temporary measure and in no way removes the 

future functionality of the bridge for carrying rail traffic should services on this line resume, pending decisions 

arising from the All-island rail review.  Wexford County Council had been seeking the development of the route 

as a Greenway, which CIÉ and Iarnród Éireann were facilitating given the fact that it did not feature in any 

medium to long term plans for the rail network.  However, this process is now on hold pending the All-island 

rail review. 

IÉ as a competent authority, has considered all appropriate measures to ensure continued safe operations at 

this location. The proposal has been designed by a competent structural engineer and provides for the pinning 

of the bridge opening section in the open position for marine traffic. The change is being managed through the 

normal IÉ safety approvals processes.   

In addition, IÉ has been working closely with the Port of New Ross, Wexford County Council and 

Commissioners for Irish Lights to make improvements to the operations at Barrow Bridge. We are currently in 

the process of improving the navigational aids and lighting to assist marine traffic to safely navigate the route. 

IÉ has current systems in place to monitor the operations at Barrow Bridge and where a third party is found 

liable for damage at this location, IÉ will pursue those parties for costs.  

The design solution for holding the bridge in the position open to marine traffic is such that it can be easily 

reversed should there be a resumption of services on the line.  

 

IÉ INVOLVEMENT IN URBAN REGENERATION SCHEME IN WATERFORD 

Integral to the proposed Waterford North Quays development is a relocated Waterford Plunkett Station, and 

associated infrastructure works, to form part of an integrated public transport hub. 

The main developer of the original Waterford North Quays proposal, Falcon Real Estate Development Ireland 

Limited has not met its financial commitments within the specified timeframe and are now believed to have 

withdrawn from the project.  

Waterford City & County Council ( WCCC ) have been aware of this situation for some time and in parallel 

opened discussions with the Department of Transport, NTA and the relevant section in the URDF area, who 

have agreed to continue to fund the public transport elements of the project funding while WCCC engage with 

other developers on the project. 
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It is WCCC's belief that work on the rock stabilisation and western flood defences (both of which benefit the 

current and proposed station) will proceed in the next few months. IE will await formal approval of these 

elements and will continue to support these works as they proceed in the short term. There are regular project 

meetings with WCCC on the development and they will continue until resolution on the way forward is reached. 

 

 

 

Jim Meade 

Chief Executive, Iarnrod Éireann. 
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Catherine Connolly TD 

Dáil Éireann, 

Leinster House, 

Kildare Street, 

Dublin 2 

catherineconnolly@oireachtas.ie 

 

20th July 2021 

 

Dear Deputy Connolly, 

 

I refer to your Parliamentary Question 34767/21 below to Mr. Eamon Ryan, T.D., Minister for Transport, which has 

been passed to me to respond directly. 

 

Dail Question No: 128 

To ask the Minister for Transport further to Parliamentary Question No. 33 of 17 June 2021, if he will provide 

specific details in relation to these scheduled movements including the planned frequency of the scheduled 

movements and the evidence to support this frequency in terms of ensuring the continuation of the current 

functionality of the bridge; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  

 

Dail Question No: 129 

To ask the Minister for Transport further to Parliamentary Question No. 33 of 17 June 2021, if he has sought 

and or received any independent advice or evaluation in relation Iarnród Éireann's decision including from 

the Commission for Railway Regulation; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 

  

Iarnród Éireann (IÉ) has maintained the Barrow Bridge and operated it for maritime activity over the past 11 years, 

and has staffed it fully, notwithstanding the fact that services have been suspended on the route during that time. 

 

In the absence of any rail services, it is entirely appropriate that the right of way should be given to the marine traffic 

to pass through the bridge unencumbered.   The onus is on Iarnród Éireann to manage our infrastructure safely and 

efficiently, and in consultation with the Port of New Ross/Wexford County Council and National Transport Authority 

(NTA), the decision has been made to temporarily secure the bridge in an open position. 

 

I can confirm that the planned securing of the bridge in the open position is a temporary measure and in no way 

removes the future functionality of the bridge for carrying rail traffic should services on this line resume, pending 

decisions arising from the All-island rail review.  Wexford County Council had been seeking the development of the 

route as a Greenway, which CIÉ and Iarnród Éireann were facilitating given the fact that it did not feature in any 

medium to long term plans for the rail network.  However, this process is now on hold pending the All-island rail 

review. 

 



 

 

IÉ as a competent authority, has considered all appropriate measures to ensure continued safe operations at this 

location. The proposal has been designed by a competent structural engineer and provides for the pinning of the 

bridge opening section in the open position for marine traffic. The change is being managed through the normal IÉ 

safety approvals processes.   

 

In addition, IÉ has been working closely with the Port of New Ross, Wexford County Council and Commissioners for 

Irish Lights to make improvements to the operations at Barrow Bridge. We are currently in the process of improving 

the navigational aids and lighting to assist marine traffic to safely navigate the route. 

 

IÉ has current systems in place to monitor the operations at Barrow Bridge and where a third party is found liable for 

damage at this location, IÉ will pursue those parties for costs.  

 

I can again confirm that the design solution for holding the bridge in the position open to marine traffic is such that it 

can be easily reversed should there be a resumption of services on the line.  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Jim Meade 

Chief Executive 

 



From: Heidi Reardon
To: "garretdoocey@transport.gov.ie"
Cc: "MCNEILL Jan-Claire"; "GLACKIN Gerry"; "BYRNE Miriam"
Subject: FW: Correspondence- Joint Committee on Transport and Communications
Date: Monday 12 July 2021 13:59:29
Attachments: JCTCN-i-384(i) - Ken Spratt- Barrow Bridge .pdf

JCTCN-i-384(ii) - Correspondence from Mr Peter Brannigan.pdf
Iarnród Éireann - DOT Briefing - PQ Brief Barrow Bridge Abandonment - 15.06.21.pdf

Hi Garret,

I have been advised the position remains the same as per our briefing note of 15th June.

Noting that the design solution for holding the bridge in the position open to marine traffic is such that it can be
easily reversed should there be a resumption of services on the line.

Thanks

Heidi

Heidi Reardon
For Jim Meade, Chief Executive, Iarnród Éireann, Connolly Station, Dublin 1, D01 V6V6.
( 00 353 1 703 2454 * heidi.reardon@irishrail.ie ü www.irishrail.ie

From: DOOCEY Garret [mailto:GarretDOOCEY@transport.gov.ie] 
Sent: 06 July 2021 09:44
To: Heidi Reardon <Heidi.Reardon@irishrail.ie>
Cc: MCNEILL Jan-Claire <Jan-ClaireMcNeill@transport.gov.ie>; GLACKIN Gerry
<GerryGLACKIN@transport.gov.ie>
Subject: FW: Correspondence- Joint Committee on Transport and Communications

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Hi Heidi,

The Joint Oireachtas Committee has written to the Secretary General as per attached re the
Barrow Bridge.

I know there has been some material supplied recently by IÉ in relation to a similar query that
came in via PQ and we referred another similar query via PQ to IÉ for direct reply last week.

I would be grateful if IÉ could provide any relevant material to assist with a reply, particularly in
relation to the timing of the proposed change and also the frequency with which the bridge will
be opened/closed in the future.

I would ask that any material be submitted to us by Friday 9 July.

Thanks and regards



Garret
 
************************************************************
Tá eolas sa teachtaireacht leictreonach seo a d'fhéadfadh bheith príobháideach nó faoi rún
agus b'fhéidir go mbeadh ábhar rúnda nó pribhléideach ann. Is le h-aghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine nó le h-aghaidh an aonáin atá ainmnithe thuas agus le haghaidh an duine/na
ndaoine sin amháin atá an t-eolas. Tá cosc ar rochtain don teachtaireacht leictreonach seo
do aon duine eile. Murab ionann tusa agus an té a bhfuil an teachtaireacht ceaptha dó bíodh
a fhios agat nach gceadaítear nochtadh, cóipeáil, scaipeadh nó úsáid an eolais agus/nó an
chomhaid seo agus b'fhéidir d'fhéadfadh bheith mídhleathach.

Tá ár Ráiteas Príobháideachta le fáil ar www.transport.gov.ie

The information in this email is confidential and may be legally privileged. It is intended
solely for the addressee. Access to this email by anyone else is unauthorised. If you are not
the intended recipient, any disclosure, copying, distribution or any action taken or omitted
to be taken in reliance on it is prohibited and may be unlawful.

Our Privacy Statement is available on www.transport.gov.ie 
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Iarnród Éireann – DoT PQ Brief Barrow Bridge Abandonment 

Question: To ask the Minister for Transport further to Parliamentary Question No. 78 of 26 May 

2021, if his attention has been drawn to a proposal by Iarnród Éireann to fix the Barrow Bridge 

on the Waterford to Rosslare rail line in the closed to rail position later in June 2021; the potential 

damage this may do to the bridge; and if he will request that this proposal is deferred until the 

strategic rail review is completed. 

 

Question: To ask the Minister for Transport if the reopening of the Wexford to Waterford rail line 

is to be considered as part of the Strategic Rail Review now underway; his views pending the 

outcome of this strategic review of the decision of Irish Rail to secure the Barrow Bridge in a 

permanently open position; his views on whether this action has implications for any future use 

of the bridge for rail or as part of a potential greenway; and if he will make a statement on the 

matter – Dep. Howlin 

  

Iarnród Éireann has maintained the Barrow Bridge and operated it for maritime activity over the past 11 

years, and has staffed it fully, notwithstanding the fact that services have been suspended on the route 

during that time. 

 

In the absence of any rail services, it is entirely appropriate that the right of way should be given to the 

marine traffic to pass through the bridge unencumbered.   The onus is on Iarnród Éireann to manage 

our infrastructure safely and efficiently, and in consultation with the Port of New Ross/Wexford County 

Council and National Transport Authority (NTA), the decision has been made to temporarily secure the 

bridge in an open position. 

 

I can confirm that the planned securing of the bridge in the open position is a temporary measure and 

in no way removes the future functionality of the bridge for carrying rail traffic should services on this 

line resume, pending decisions arising from the All-island rail review.  Wexford County Council had 

been seeking the development of the route as a Greenway, which CIÉ and Iarnród Éireann were 

facilitating given the fact that it did not feature in any medium to long term plans for the rail network.  

However, this process is now on hold pending the All-island rail review. 

 

IÉ as a competent authority, has considered all appropriate measures to ensure continued safe 

operations at this location. The proposal has been designed by a competent structural engineer and 

provides for the pinning of the bridge opening section in the open position for marine traffic. The change 

is being managed through the normal IÉ safety approvals processes.   

 

In addition, IÉ has been working closely with the Port of New Ross, Wexford County Council and 

Commissioners for Irish Lights to make improvements to the operations at Barrow Bridge. We are 
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currently in the process of improving the navigational aids and lighting to assist marine traffic to safely 

navigate the route. 

 

IÉ has current systems in place to monitor the operations at Barrow Bridge and where a third party is 

found liable for damage at this location, IÉ will pursue those parties for costs.  

 

I can again confirm that the design solution for holding the bridge in the position open to marine traffic 

is such that it can be easily reversed should there be a resumption of services on the line.  

 

 



Cuirfear fáilte roimh chomhfhreagras i nGaeilge 

 

An Comhchoiste um  
Iompar agus Cumarsáide 

Teach Laighean 

Baile Átha Cliath 2 
D02 XR20 
Tel: (01) 618 3954 

 
 

Joint Committee on Transport and 
Communications 

Leinster House 

Dublin 2 
D02 XR20 
Tel: (01) 618 3954 

 
 

 
Mr Ken Spratt, 
Secretary General, 
Department of Transport 
 
 
 
5 July 2021 
 
JCTCN-i-384 
 
Issued by e-mail 
 
 
Dear Secretary General,  
 

 
Re: The Barrow Bridge 

 
I am writing to you on behalf of the Joint Committee regarding, the Barrow Bridge located on the 
Wexford-Waterford rail line. 
 
At its meeting on 15 June 2021, the Committee discussed correspondence received from South East on 
Track who raised concerns regarding the Barrow Bridge being set into an open and fixed position. 

 
The Committee understand that the bridge is usable and was most recently crossed by a maintenance 
train on Monday May 31, 2021. The Committee seek a briefing note on the issue, with reference to the 
likelihood of the open position rendering the bridge permanently out of rail service and the implications 
this will have for the rail line and greater rail connectivity in the region. 
 
I have attached the correspondence received from South East on Track with this letter and I would be 
obliged if you could address the issue raised. 
 
 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 

 
Padraig Grant  
Clerk to the Committee  
 
 
 
 



From: Cathal Crowe <Cathal.Crowe@oireachtas.ie>  
Sent: Thursday 10 June 2021 10:41 
To: Transport and Communications Networks <jctcn@oireachtas.ie> 
Cc: James Browne <James.Browne@oireachtas.ie>; Mary Butler <Mary.Butler@oireachtas.ie>; 
southeastontrack@gmail.com 
Subject: FW: Barrow Bridge: Committee on Transport and Communications 
 
Dear Pádraig (CC – Deputies Browne and Butler), 
 
Please see below email from Peter Branigan, of South East on Track.  
 
You might bring this to the attention of the Committee chair for possible inclusion in our schedule. I 
am CC-ing Deputies Browne and Butler as representatives of this constituency.  
 
Is mise le meas, 

 
Cathal Crowe TD 
 
Fianna Fáil Spokesperson on Tourism and Aviation 
 
 
Office: 4 Francis Street, Ennis, Co. Clare 
Eircode: V95W9NP 
Telephone: (065) 6823494 
Email: cathal.crowe@oireachtas.ie 
Web: www.cathalcrowe.ie  

     
 
I’d like to stay in touch with you. If you do not wish to receive any further information or contact from me please email 
‘STOP’ to this address. Please note that any personal data contained in your email correspondence with me will be 
processed by my Constituency Office team and I, operating as data controllers in accordance with applicable data 
protection law. Much of this data processing will be done in connection with representations/requests made and also for 
electoral purposes. If you have received this email in error, please notify us immediately and then delete it. Please do not 
copy it, disclose its contents or use if for any other purpose. 

 
From: South East on Track <southeastontrack@gmail.com>  
Sent: Thursday 10 June 2021 10:10 
To: Cathal Crowe <Cathal.Crowe@oireachtas.ie>; James OConnor <James.OConnor@oireachtas.ie> 
Subject: Barrow Bridge: Committee on Transport and Communications 
 
Dear Deputies Crowe & O'Connor, 
 
We are writing to you today in the context of your membership of the Committee on Transport and 
Communications. 
 
I'm contacting you today from South East on Track regarding the Barrow Bridge, which is on the 
Wexford-Waterford rail line. We recently received good news that the line is to be included in the 
upcoming Strategic Rail Review 
 

JCTCN-33-349 - South East on Track 



We have heard from a reliable source that this bridge is to be permanently secured in the open to 
shipping position this month. 

Despite IÉ's claims to the contrary, securing this bridge in the open position will render it 
permanently out of rail service, disrupting a connection between Waterford & Wexford that has 
existed since 1906. 
 
Furthermore, the Bridge has National Significance in the National Inventory of Architectural 
Heritage. 
 
The bridge is still usable, and was most recently crossed by a maintenance train on Monday May 31, 
2021. 

 
No matter the future of this transport corridor, be it as an operational railway or a greenway, 
securing the bridge in the open position will most likely prevent any future crossings of the river 
Barrow using this bridge. 

 

Such a move by Irish Rail would impair the possibility of the line reopening, which the Transport 
Committee has committed to examine further as part of its work on the all-Ireland strategic rail 
review. Quote: The Committee also highlights the potential to expand rail freight capacity to include 
the Western Rail Corridor and the Limerick, Waterford & Rosslare corridor, a topic it intends to 
examine further as part of its work on the all-Ireland strategic rail review (Joint Committee on 
Transport and Communications Networks Submission to Review to Renew, the review of the 
National Development Plan (NDP) Section 2.2.2) 

 

Furthermore, we wish to draw your attention to the recent National Investment Framework for 

Transport Ireland (NIFTI) Intervention Hierarchy, where the Maintenance of Infrastructure is Number 

1 Intervention Hierarchy. Such a move by Irish Rail to take this bridge out of serviceable use does not 

seem to be consistent with these goals.  

 

We would appreciate it if you could ensure that if Irish Rail proceed with this matter that is 
appropriately examined at Oireachtas Committee level. Better yet, would be a representation to the 
Minister and Irish Rail that this action not occur until the conclusion of the Strategic Rail Review. 

 

Looking forward to hearing from you. 

 

Peter Branigan 

 



 

on behalf of 
SOUTH EAST ON TRACK 
southeastontrack.com 
facebook: South East on Track 
twitter: https://smex-
ctp.trendmicro.com:443/wis/clicktime/v1/query?url=https%3a%2f%2ftwitter.com%2fseontrack&um
id=ebe70a41-8048-4313-b0b3-
2702fa25c1d7&auth=3851052a65d9657d2ab4c1fa657bb1ebb1940985-
c8b416746b75bf89f9b8867b84436c9223f22827 
 



From: Heidi Reardon
To: "POWER Padraig"
Cc: "garretdoocey@transport.gov.ie"
Subject: FW: Urgent - Topical Issue - Barrow Railway Bridge in County Wexford
Date: Tuesday 29 June 2021 15:30:22
Attachments: RE Barrow Bridge abandonment.msg

Hi Padraig,
 
Attached email which I sent to Don Cunningham (Don was sending to Garret Doocey). 
 
The position remains the same, no change.
 
Regards,
 
Heidi
 
 
Heidi Reardon
For Jim Meade, Chief Executive, Iarnród Éireann, Connolly Station, Dublin 1, D01 V6V6.
( 00 353 1 703 2454   * heidi.reardon@irishrail.ie  ü www.irishrail.ie
 
 
 

From: POWER Padraig [mailto:PadraigPOWER@transport.gov.ie] 
Sent: 29 June 2021 15:01
To: Heidi Reardon <Heidi.Reardon@irishrail.ie>
Subject: Urgent - Topical Issue - Barrow Railway Bridge in County Wexford
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
 
Hi Heidi,
 
A Topical Issue request has just come in regarding the issue of the Barrow Railway Bridge in
County Wexford, (see the full question below). Would it be possible for you to forward any
material IÉ has on the matter by 4pm today? Apologies for the very short turn-around time, the
request has only just come in.
 
“To ask the Minister for Transport to confirm that the Barrow Railway Bridge in County Wexford
will remain in a working position for as long as the National Strategic Rail Review is ongoing and
if he will make a statement on the matter.”
 
 
Thanks,
Pádraig
        
 
Pádraig Power
Public Transport Corporate Services Division – Rannóg um Chorparáid Seirbhísí Iompair Phoiblí
__
An Roinn Iompair
Department of Transport



 
Lána Líosain, Baile Átha Cliath, D02 TR60
Leeson Lane, Dublin, D02 TR60    
__
 
Padraigpower@transport.gov.ie www.gov.ie/transport
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Iarnród Éireann – DoT PQ Brief Barrow Bridge Abandonment 

Question: To ask the Minister for Transport further to Parliamentary Question No. 78 of 26 May 

2021, if his attention has been drawn to a proposal by Iarnród Éireann to fix the Barrow Bridge 

on the Waterford to Rosslare rail line in the closed to rail position later in June 2021; the potential 

damage this may do to the bridge; and if he will request that this proposal is deferred until the 

strategic rail review is completed. 

 

Question: To ask the Minister for Transport if the reopening of the Wexford to Waterford rail line 

is to be considered as part of the Strategic Rail Review now underway; his views pending the 

outcome of this strategic review of the decision of Irish Rail to secure the Barrow Bridge in a 

permanently open position; his views on whether this action has implications for any future use 

of the bridge for rail or as part of a potential greenway; and if he will make a statement on the 

matter – Dep. Howlin 

  

Iarnród Éireann has maintained the Barrow Bridge and operated it for maritime activity over the past 11 

years, and has staffed it fully, notwithstanding the fact that services have been suspended on the route 

during that time. 

 

In the absence of any rail services, it is entirely appropriate that the right of way should be given to the 

marine traffic to pass through the bridge unencumbered.   The onus is on Iarnród Éireann to manage 

our infrastructure safely and efficiently, and in consultation with the Port of New Ross/Wexford County 

Council and National Transport Authority (NTA), the decision has been made to temporarily secure the 

bridge in an open position. 

 

I can confirm that the planned securing of the bridge in the open position is a temporary measure and 

in no way removes the future functionality of the bridge for carrying rail traffic should services on this 

line resume, pending decisions arising from the All-island rail review.  Wexford County Council had 

been seeking the development of the route as a Greenway, which CIÉ and Iarnród Éireann were 

facilitating given the fact that it did not feature in any medium to long term plans for the rail network.  

However, this process is now on hold pending the All-island rail review. 

 

IÉ as a competent authority, has considered all appropriate measures to ensure continued safe 

operations at this location. The proposal has been designed by a competent structural engineer and 

provides for the pinning of the bridge opening section in the open position for marine traffic. The change 

is being managed through the normal IÉ safety approvals processes.   

 

In addition, IÉ has been working closely with the Port of New Ross, Wexford County Council and 

Commissioners for Irish Lights to make improvements to the operations at Barrow Bridge. We are 



PQ BRIEF DOT 

IE board dd/mm/yyyy  2 
Iarnród Éireann - DOT Briefing - PQ Brief Barrow Bridge Abandonment - 15.06.21 

currently in the process of improving the navigational aids and lighting to assist marine traffic to safely 

navigate the route. 

 

IÉ has current systems in place to monitor the operations at Barrow Bridge and where a third party is 

found liable for damage at this location, IÉ will pursue those parties for costs.  

 

I can again confirm that the design solution for holding the bridge in the position open to marine traffic 

is such that it can be easily reversed should there be a resumption of services on the line.  

 

 



From: Heidi Reardon
To: Don Cunningham
Subject: RE: Barrow Bridge abandonment
Date: Tuesday 15 June 2021 15:20:45
Attachments: Iarnród Éireann - DOT Briefing - PQ Brief Barrow Bridge Abandonment - 15.06.21.pdf

From: DOOCEY Garret <GarretDOOCEY@transport.gov.ie>
Sent: Tuesday, June 15, 2021 12:57:10 PM
To: Don Cunningham <Don.Cunningham@irishrail.ie>; Jim Meade <Jim.Meade@irishrail.ie>
Cc: Heidi Reardon <Heidi.Reardon@irishrail.ie>; Éamonn Ballance
<Eamonn.Ballance@irishrail.ie>
Subject: FW: Barrow Bridge abandonment
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or open
attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
Don / Jim,
Just as a follow-up, we have another PQ on this issue as below, would it be possible to have
some background information on the various issues being raised across the PQs and the
correspondence received by this afternoon?
Question: To ask the Minister for Transport if the reopening of the Wexford to Waterford rail line is to be
considered as part of the Strategic Rail Review now underway; his views pending the outcome of this strategic
review of the decision of Irish Rail to secure the Barrow Bridge in a permanently open position; his views on
whether this action has implications for any future use of the bridge for rail or as part of a potential
greenway; and if he will make a statement on the matter – Dep. Howlin
Thanks
Garret
From: DOOCEY Garret 
Sent: Friday 11 June 2021 16:18
To: 'Don Cunningham' <Don.Cunningham@irishrail.ie>
Cc: MCNEILL Jan-Claire <Jan-ClaireMcNeill@transport.gov.ie>; GLACKIN Gerry
<GerryGLACKIN@transport.gov.ie>
Subject: FW: Barrow Bridge abandonment
Don,
As discussed.
PQ below & also email recently received –
Question: To ask the Minister for Transport further to Parliamentary Question No. 78 of 26 May 2021, if his
attention has been drawn to a proposal by Iarnród Éireann to fix the Barrow Bridge on the Waterford to
Rosslare rail line in the closed to rail position later in June 2021; the potential damage this may do to the
bridge; and if he will request that this proposal is deferred until the strategic rail review is completed.
Thanks
Garret
From: 
Sent: Friday 11 June 2021 13:17
To: eamon.ryan@oireachtas.ie
Cc: MINISTER'S OFFICE <Minister@transport.gov.ie>; DOOCEY Garret
<GarretDOOCEY@transport.gov.ie>
Subject: Barrow Bridge abandonment
Dear Minister,
I write in relation to the Rosslare to Waterford rail alignment. As you know, services on this line
were discontinued at height of the economic crisis, notwithstanding significant investment (in
the region of €40m) which had been invested in bringing the infrastructure on this line into “an
acceptable safe standard” (under the Railway Investment Programme 1998-2010).



I was heartened to hear that the upcoming strategic rail review planned by your department will
include consideration of the potential for development of the line and reinstatement of rail
services for south Wexford, as part of a regional approach to connectivity with Waterford, Cork
and the south generally. I am also encouraged by the objectives outlined in your Department’s
draft National Investment Framework for Transport in Ireland (NIFTI) - particularly the criterion
to optimise existing assets and past expenditure. There is an opportunity to ensure the
significant investment already made on the south Wexford line is used as a platform to address
substantial future mobility and freight transport needs in the South-East.
However, it has just come to my attention that IE now intends to pin the Barrow Rail Bridge into
a permanently open position and thus divest itself of the maintenance responsibility on this
infrastructure which is critical to any future for this alignment. I note that you have spoken about
this in the Dáil (6 October 2020) and you stated your view that “we should not write off the
possible return of lines which are currently underutilised or, as with this line, effectively
closed for the last ten years” and also that "the design of the [Barrow Bridge]
mechanism is such that it can easily be reversed if rail services resume at some point in
the future.”

I do not doubt the sincerity of your belief in the reversibility of this action; however, it is well
known in the railway world that this action effectively constitutes a bridge abandonment
intervention, since ongoing movement and maintenance of the movable mechanism is essential
to ensure its operability even in the short term. Has there been a process to technically assess
the workability of the bridge mechanics for open/close waterway traffic after leaving the bridge
permanently in “open” position for an unspecified period of time? Because you have a role in the
statutory process for abandonment of railways, Minister, it needs to be demonstrated to you, by
IE/CIE as Infrastructure Manager, and independently verified by the CRR as the Minister’s
advisors on railway engineering matters, that the bridge can be indefinitely locked in “open”
position without any adverse impact to functionality. The nature and costs of so-called
“reversibility” should be clearly set out to you because it may actually mean that the bridge
would have to come down first. This was the view I heard expressed many times by Irish Rail
experts when the bridge was discussed in the context of the Railway Safety Programme, which I
managed for a period as a former official of the Department of Transport.
It goes without saying that this action to pin the bridge in open position will severely prejudice
any strategic consideration of the south Wexford line in the upcoming Rail Review, as the costs
of so-called “reversal” will completely annihilate the alignment’s prospects. It is highly
disingenuous to assert otherwise. I suggest to you also that the action at this point in time,
before the commencement of the Rail Review, undermines credibility in the objectives and
intent of the Review generally, as well as in the NIFTI assertion that existing infrastructure assets
are to be optimised.
I urge you therefore to intervene in this matter, to request a proper, independently verified,
technical assessment of the “reversibility” of the action and, in the meantime, to secure the
postponement of any works to prepare or implement the pinning of the bridge into open
position until, at the very least, the completion of the Rail Review.
sincerely,
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Iarnród Éireann – DoT PQ Brief Barrow Bridge Abandonment 

Question: To ask the Minister for Transport further to Parliamentary Question No. 78 of 26 May 

2021, if his attention has been drawn to a proposal by Iarnród Éireann to fix the Barrow Bridge 

on the Waterford to Rosslare rail line in the closed to rail position later in June 2021; the potential 

damage this may do to the bridge; and if he will request that this proposal is deferred until the 

strategic rail review is completed. 

Question: To ask the Minister for Transport if the reopening of the Wexford to Waterford rail line 

is to be considered as part of the Strategic Rail Review now underway; his views pending the 

outcome of this strategic review of the decision of Irish Rail to secure the Barrow Bridge in a 

permanently open position; his views on whether this action has implications for any future use 

of the bridge for rail or as part of a potential greenway; and if he will make a statement on the 

matter – Dep. Howlin 

Iarnród Éireann has maintained the Barrow Bridge and operated it for maritime activity over the past 11 

years, and has staffed it fully, notwithstanding the fact that services have been suspended on the route 

during that time. 

In the absence of any rail services, it is entirely appropriate that the right of way should be given to the 

marine traffic to pass through the bridge unencumbered.   The onus is on Iarnród Éireann to manage 

our infrastructure safely and efficiently, and in consultation with the Port of New Ross/Wexford County 

Council and National Transport Authority (NTA), the decision has been made to temporarily secure the 

bridge in an open position. 

I can confirm that the planned securing of the bridge in the open position is a temporary measure and 

in no way removes the future functionality of the bridge for carrying rail traffic should services on this 

line resume, pending decisions arising from the All-island rail review.  Wexford County Council had 

been seeking the development of the route as a Greenway, which CIÉ and Iarnród Éireann were 

facilitating given the fact that it did not feature in any medium to long term plans for the rail network.  

However, this process is now on hold pending the All-island rail review. 

IÉ as a competent authority, has considered all appropriate measures to ensure continued safe 

operations at this location. The proposal has been designed by a competent structural engineer and 

provides for the pinning of the bridge opening section in the open position for marine traffic. The change 

is being managed through the normal IÉ safety approvals processes.   

In addition, IÉ has been working closely with the Port of New Ross, Wexford County Council and 

Commissioners for Irish Lights to make improvements to the operations at Barrow Bridge. We are 
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currently in the process of improving the navigational aids and lighting to assist marine traffic to safely 

navigate the route. 

 

IÉ has current systems in place to monitor the operations at Barrow Bridge and where a third party is 

found liable for damage at this location, IÉ will pursue those parties for costs.  

 

I can again confirm that the design solution for holding the bridge in the position open to marine traffic 

is such that it can be easily reversed should there be a resumption of services on the line.  

 

 



From: IE Oireachtas Liaison
To: "Michael Dwyer"
Cc: IE Oireachtas Liaison
Subject: James Browne TD - Michelle Byrne - South East on Track - new worrying info
Date: Thursday 17 June 2021 16:50:52
Attachments: image001.jpg

Dear Michael,
 
Thank you for your correspondence on behalf of .
 
Iarnród Éireann (IÉ) has maintained the Barrow Bridge and operated it for maritime activity over
the past 11 years, and has staffed it fully, notwithstanding the fact that services have been
suspended on the route during that time.
 
In the absence of any rail services, it is entirely appropriate that the right of way should be given
to the marine traffic to pass through the bridge unencumbered.   The onus is on Iarnród Éireann
to manage our infrastructure safely and efficiently, and in consultation with the Port of New
Ross/Wexford County Council and National Transport Authority (NTA), the decision has been
made to temporarily secure the bridge in an open position.
 
I can confirm that the planned securing of the bridge in the open position is a temporary
measure and in no way removes the future functionality of the bridge for carrying rail traffic
should services on this line resume, pending decisions arising from the All-island rail review. 
Wexford County Council had been seeking the development of the route as a Greenway, which
CIÉ and Iarnród Éireann were facilitating given the fact that it did not feature in any medium to
long term plans for the rail network.  However, this process is now on hold pending the All-island
rail review.
 
IÉ as a competent authority, has considered all appropriate measures to ensure continued safe
operations at this location. The proposal has been designed by a competent structural engineer
and provides for the pinning of the bridge opening section in the open position for marine traffic.
The change is being managed through the normal IÉ safety approvals processes. 
 
In addition, IÉ has been working closely with the Port of New Ross, Wexford County Council and
Commissioners for Irish Lights to make improvements to the operations at Barrow Bridge. We
are currently in the process of improving the navigational aids and lighting to assist marine traffic
to safely navigate the route.
 
IÉ has current systems in place to monitor the operations at Barrow Bridge and where a third
party is found liable for damage at this location, IÉ will pursue those parties for costs.
 
I can again confirm that the design solution for holding the bridge in the position open to marine
traffic is such that it can be easily reversed should there be a resumption of services on the line.
 
Kind regards,
IÉ Oireachtas Liaison
 
 
Heidi Reardon
For Jim Meade, Chief Executive, Iarnród Éireann, Connolly Station, Dublin 1, D01 V6V6.



( 00 353 1 703 2454   * heidi.reardon@irishrail.ie  ü www.irishrail.ie
 
I would like to advise you of this email address for queries from all members of the Oireachtas -
oireachtasliaison@irishrail.ie - this will enable us to assist you in all queries you may have relating to Iarnród
Éireann, our services and our network.
 
 

From: Michael Dwyer [mailto:Michael.Dwyer@oireachtas.ie] 
Sent: 11 June 2021 09:51
To: Heidi Reardon <Heidi.Reardon@irishrail.ie>
Subject: James Browne TD - Michelle Byrne - South East on Track - new worrying info
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
 
Dear Heidi,
 
Please find below an email received for your appropriate
consideration.
 
 
Best wishes,
Michael.
PA to James Browne T.D.
Minister of State for Law Reform at the Department of Justice
 
cid:image001.jpg@01D76212.F8CF2F60

 
 
 

The Minister is a Designated Public Official under the Regulation of Lobbying Act, 2015 (details

available on www.lobbying.ie).



 
Please note that any personal data contained in your email correspondence with me will be
processed by me and my staff as a data controller in accordance with applicable data protection
law. Much of this data processing will be done in connection with representations/requests made
and also for electoral purposes. If you have received this email in error, please notify us
immediately and then delete it. Please do not copy it, disclose its contents or use it for any other
purpose. Thank you.
 
I’d like to stay in touch with you. If you don’t wish to receive any further information or contact
from me, please email ‘STOP’ to this email address.

 
From: Michelle Byrne <michellebyrnedesign@yahoo.com> 
Sent: Wednesday 9 June 2021 12:41
Subject: South East on Track - new worrying info
 
Dear Deputy,
 
I am writing today to report my concerns about the Barrow Rail Bridge on the Wexford to Waterford
Line. On good authority, I have learned recently that Irish Rail plans to secure this bridge permanently
in the open to marine traffic position.
 
Despite Irish Rail's claims to the contrary, securing this bridge in the open position will render it
permanently out of service, destroying a connection between Waterford & Wexford that has existed
since 1906.
 
Furthermore, the Bridge has National Significance in the National Inventory of Architectural Heritage.
The bridge is still usable, and was most recently crossed by a train on Monday May 31, 2021. No
matter the future of this transport corridor, be it as an operational railway or a greenway, securing the
bridge in the open position will most likely prevent any future crossings of the river Barrow using this
bridge.
 
Could you please interject in any way you can to make sure this doesn't happen? I believe we have to
move fast on this as it's due to happen this month.
 
If you want to learn more about the campaign you can check out southeastontrack.com.
 
Kind regards,
 

 
[she/her]
 
 
Beartas ríomhphoist an Oireachtais agus séanadh. oireachtas.ie/ga/email-policy/ 
Oireachtas email policy and disclaimer. oireachtas.ie/en/email-policy/



From: IE Oireachtas Liaison
To: "Matt Shanahan"
Cc: IE Oireachtas Liaison
Subject: Matt Shanahan TD - Regarding Waterford to Rosslare Rail line
Date: Wednesday 20 May 2020 14:21:25
Attachments: Matt Shanahan TD - Waterford Rosslare Line - 20.05.20.pdf

Dear Deputy Shanahan,
Please find attached letter on behalf of the Chief Executive, Iarnród Éireann.
Kind regards,
Heidi
Heidi Reardon
For Jim Meade, Chief Executive, Iarnród Éireann, Connolly Station, Dublin 1, D01 V6V6.
( 00 353 1 703 2454 * heidi.reardon@irishrail.ie ü www.irishrail.ie

From: Matt Shanahan [mailto:Matt.Shanahan@oireachtas.ie] 
Sent: 11 May 2020 19:54
To: Meade Jim <Jim.Meade@irishrail.ie>
Subject: Regarding Waterford to Rosslare Rail line
Dear Mr. Meade,
As a South East based TD I am asking for your assurance that the existing Waterford to Rosslare
rail line will be maintained and continually serviced to ensure that a resumption of train service
can begin again at any point.
There are major political and policy changes coming and this rail line will yet prove an important
economic building block of the regional economy – this can only happen if the line is secured for
future use.
I would ask you to provide me with a guarantee in this respect please.
Sincerely,
Matt Shanahan TD

Oireachtas email policy and disclaimer.
http://www.oireachtas.ie/parliament/about/oireachtasemailpolicyanddisclaimer/

Beartas ríomhphoist an Oireachtais agus séanadh.
http://www.oireachtas.ie/parliament/ga/eolas/beartasriomhphoistanoireachtaisagusseanadh/



From: IE Oireachtas Liaison
To: "Matt.Shanahan@oireachtas.ie"
Cc: IE Oireachtas Liaison
Subject: Matt Shanahan TD - The ongoing position regarding the Barrow Bridge
Date: Thursday 2 September 2021 16:37:49
Attachments: Matt Shanahan TD - Regarding Waterford to Rosslare Rail line.msg

RE From Deputy Matt Shanahan - further to transport committee meeting earlier today.msg
image003.jpg

Dear Deputy Shanahan,

Thank you for your email.

For your information my office has received only two items of correspondence from your office of late, both of
which have been responded to as per the dates below and attached.

11th May - responded to on 20th May

2nd March - responded to on 24th March

I do note however from your email of 2nd March, in which you advised that your mail may not have been sent
previously due to server issues.  If there is a particular issue you are referring to, please let me know and I will
look into it.  This email address oireachtasliaison@irishrail.ie is a dedicated email address managed by my office
directly for all queries from all members of the Oireachtas to assist you in all queries you may have relating to
Iarnród Éireann, our services and our network. Alternatively you can contact my PA Heidi Reardon directly in my
office at heidi.reardon@irishrail.ie and she will be happy to assist also.

I cannot confirm the timeline for the rail review as that process is being run by the Department of Transport but
I’m of the understanding that the project is about to commence and the public consultation element of that
process is expected to be completed during Q4 of 2021.

Regarding the Barrow Bridge, Iarnród Éireann (IÉ) has maintained the Barrow Bridge and operated it for
maritime activity over the past 11 years, and has staffed it fully, notwithstanding the fact that services have
been suspended on the route during that time.

In the absence of any rail services, it is entirely appropriate that the right of way should be given to the marine
traffic to pass through the bridge unencumbered.   The onus is on Iarnród Éireann to manage our infrastructure
safely and efficiently, and in consultation with the Port of New Ross/Wexford County Council and National
Transport Authority (NTA), the decision has been made to temporarily secure the bridge in an open position.

I can confirm that scheduled movements to verify the mechanisms and systems on the swing section of the
Barrow Railway bridge will be carried out in the event it is pinned in the “open to marine traffic” position.

This operation will be conducted at a frequency of not more than a quarterly basis and will be formally
programmed into the Iarnród Éireann asset management computerised systems, this will ensure the continued
functionality of the bridge and its associated mechanisms. Furthermore the asset management system is
evidence based and allows us to demonstrate compliance with the process for audit purposes.

I would further note that while there is ongoing activity on the safety and security of the bridge by our
engineering teams there is no intention of progressing to pinning the bridge in the open position in the current
calendar year.

Regards,

Jim Meade
Chief Executive



From: Matt Shanahan [mailto:Matt.Shanahan@oireachtas.ie] 
Sent: 24 August 2021 17:37
To: Jim Meade <Jim.Meade@irishrail.ie>
Subject: Matt Shanahan TD - The ongoing position regarding the Barrow Bridge

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Dear Jim,
I have contacted you in the past without unfortunately receiving any acknowledgement to my
communication or the information sought that it registered.
As you are aware a review of rail infrastructure was announced a part of which concerns the
present Barrow Bridge linking Wexford and Waterford.
Can you please provide me some status update to the following -

1. The present timelines that you understand around this rail review and its completion date
2. Pending the review's completion a decision was taken by CIE to retain the barrowbridge in

an ‘open’ position - there is considerable disquiet in many quarters regarding the
maintenance of the bridge in this open position but most especially of the ‘lock and close’
mechanism which many in engineering circles are questioning the added stresses
retaining the bridge in an open position is causing.

I don't expect you to provide me with an engineer's report but I would like an assurance from
Iarnród Éireann that you are constantly monitoring the closing section of rail and where needed
are closing it to ensure that all systems are working as required.
I’d appreciate a response at your earliest convenience,
Many thanks,

Deputy Matt Shanahan T.D. (Ind) Waterford
Constituency Office, St Catherines Hall,
Catherine Street, Waterford.
051-876956
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Matt Shanahan TD 

Matt.Shanahan@oireachtas.ie 

20th May 2020  

Dear Deputy Shanahan, 

Thank you for your email of 11th May regarding the Waterford to Rosslare line. 

Upon suspension of services on the Waterford to Rosslare line in 2010, approved by the National Transport 

Authority, Iarnród Éireann undertook to put in place care and maintenance arrangements for the line.  These have 

continued since this time, with revisions approved by the NTA. 

I would stress that any care and maintenance programme does not constitute maintenance to full operational 

standards.  This would not be the best use of resources, particularly given the fact that up to 2019, Iarnród Éireann 

was not fully funded for the maintenance of our network.  Our priority is to focus on the safe maintenance and 

upkeep of the operational railway, and it continues to be so. 

However, care and maintenance does protect the alignment from encroachment and adverse possession, thus 

preserving the alignment should any future requirement for services materialise. 

I would note that there is no provision in the National Development Plan for investment in this line, and therefore no 

prospect in the medium term of its use for rail. 

Accordingly, both local authorities (Waterford and Wexford) are seeking to develop a greenway along this 

alignment, which we are facilitating.  This would be facilitated on a licence basis that, should a future business case 

be established to reinstate rail services, would provide for the alignment to revert to the control of Iarnród Éireann 

for that purpose. 

  

Jim Meade 

Chief Executive 



From: IE Oireachtas Liaison
To: "Matt Shanahan"
Cc: IE Oireachtas Liaison; Jim Meade
Subject: RE: From Deputy Matt Shanahan - further to transport committee meeting earlier today
Date: Wednesday 24 March 2021 18:37:42

Dear Deputy Shanahan,

Thank you for your recent mail further to the Transport Committee we attended.

Regarding the two issues you have raised, I set out the following;

1. Rail Freight connection from Ballina to Waterford Port – There are currently no infrastructure
obstacles regarding the operation of services between Ballina and Waterford port and services
currently operate on this line between Iarnród Éireann and Coillte, and we are engaged with the
market on potential container freight operations for this route. As you are aware we are currently
finalising a significant rail freight strategy for the country and very much see rail hubs like Ballina
connected to Lo-Lo ports such as Waterford as a crucial part of the growth of rail freight into the
future. I welcome your support regarding possible future funding which will be required as we
implement our agreed strategy for the development of rail freight into the future.

2. Waterford to Rosslare Rail Line – As mentioned above we see opportunities for rail freight
development in and out of Waterford Port which is currently rail connected and operates as a Lo-Lo
port. This is a very different operation to Rosslare Europort which is a Ro-Ro port and handles trucks
and trailers as against containers which would traditionally be associated with rail freight. It is not
envisaged in our strategy for Rosslare Europort to enter the Lo-Lo market but to concentrate on the
Ro-Ro market and the Offshore Wind development both of which would not require a rail freight
option. Also from a South East development point of view it would seem more viable and beneficial to
the region that Waterford port be further developed for Rail Freight and Rosslare for Ro-Ro given the
current infrastructure and limitations in each port which would enable the ports in the region be
developed aligned with future port policy.  The placement of a greenway alongside the existing rail
infrastructure would require land acquisition by the local authority to facilitate.

Trusting the above clarifies the questions you have raised.

Regards,

Jim Meade
Chief Executive

I would like to advise you of the establishment of this email address for queries from all members of the
Oireachtas - oireachtasliaison@irishrail.ie - this will enable us to assist you in all queries you may have relating
to Iarnród Éireann, our services and our network.

From: Matt Shanahan [mailto:Matt.Shanahan@oireachtas.ie] 
Sent: 02 March 2021 14:45
To: Jim Meade <Jim.Meade@irishrail.ie>
Subject: From Deputy Matt Shanahan - further to transport committee meeting earlier today

CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.

Apolgies - this mail may not have been sent previously due to server issues.

Dear Mr. Meade,

I’d like to thank you for your attendance at committee today and for the comprehensive
information you gave on Iarnroid Eireann developments.



I raised 2 issues at committee which I would appreciate further comment on –
 

1. A rail freight connection from Ballina to Waterford Port – Can you highlight the obstacles
to me in supporting this linkage development given there are a number of companies who
have expressed a wish to consider use of such a service? If there are programme or capital
issues can you highlight what they are and what envelope of support do you require from
Government to consider delivery of this initiative?

2. Waterford - Rosslare Rail line - presently out of service beyond Belleview Port. – You
mentioned that you saw no rail fright opportunity here between the ports of Waterford
and Rosslare – Surely the expansion of Rosslare coupled with synergistic development of
Waterford Port will answer that question over time? Your comments that IE could take
back the line in a future consideration is not entirely feasible I would suggest given capital
outlayed in developing a greenway and removing train tracks which would require their
re-installation. Is there a possibility of developing a greenway concept on this line while
keeping the existing rail line in situ?

 
My sense of it is that this rail line may yet play an important transport role in the development of
South east economic activity and therefore removing a functional rail line will significantly alter
that possible reality.
 
I look forward to your comments on all and thank you again for your contributions to committee
today.
 
Sincerely,
 
Matt Shanahan TD
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From: IE Oireachtas Liaison
To: "Paul Kehoe"
Cc: IE Oireachtas Liaison
Subject: Paul Kehoe TD - Barrow Rail Bridge
Date: Thursday 17 June 2021 16:49:32

Dear Minister,
 
Thank you for your email regarding Barrow Rail Bridge on the Wexford to Waterford Line.
 
Iarnród Éireann (IÉ) has maintained the Barrow Bridge and operated it for maritime activity over the past 11
years, and has staffed it fully, notwithstanding the fact that services have been suspended on the route during
that time.
 
In the absence of any rail services, it is entirely appropriate that the right of way should be given to the marine
traffic to pass through the bridge unencumbered.   The onus is on Iarnród Éireann to manage our infrastructure
safely and efficiently, and in consultation with the Port of New Ross/Wexford County Council and National
Transport Authority (NTA), the decision has been made to temporarily secure the bridge in an open position.
 
I can confirm that the planned securing of the bridge in the open position is a temporary measure and in no
way removes the future functionality of the bridge for carrying rail traffic should services on this line resume,
pending decisions arising from the All-island rail review.  Wexford County Council had been seeking the
development of the route as a Greenway, which CIÉ and Iarnród Éireann were facilitating given the fact that it
did not feature in any medium to long term plans for the rail network.  However, this process is now on hold
pending the All-island rail review.
 
IÉ as a competent authority, has considered all appropriate measures to ensure continued safe operations at
this location. The proposal has been designed by a competent structural engineer and provides for the pinning
of the bridge opening section in the open position for marine traffic. The change is being managed through the
normal IÉ safety approvals processes. 
 
In addition, IÉ has been working closely with the Port of New Ross, Wexford County Council and Commissioners
for Irish Lights to make improvements to the operations at Barrow Bridge. We are currently in the process of
improving the navigational aids and lighting to assist marine traffic to safely navigate the route.
 
IÉ has current systems in place to monitor the operations at Barrow Bridge and where a third party is found
liable for damage at this location, IÉ will pursue those parties for costs.
 
I can again confirm that the design solution for holding the bridge in the position open to marine traffic is such
that it can be easily reversed should there be a resumption of services on the line.
 
Kind regards,
IÉ Oireachtas Liaison
 
 

From: Paul Kehoe [mailto:Paul.Kehoe@oireachtas.ie] 
Sent: 14 June 2021 15:25
To: IE Oireachtas Liaison <oireachtasliaison@irishrail.ie>
Subject: Paul Kehoe TD - Barrow Rail Bridge
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
 



Dear Jim,

I have been contacted by a number of constituents regarding the Barrow Rail
Bridge on the Wexford to Waterford Line and whether it is to be secured
permanently in the open to marine traffic position.

There has been much local discussion regarding this line and there is strong
feeling that the aforementioned action will have a huge impact on the matter
the future of this transport corridor, be it as an operational railway or a
greenway.

I would be grateful if you could provide clarity on this matter,

I look forward to hearing from you.

Kind regards,

Yours Sincerely

____________________
Paul Kehoe, TD
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From: Jim Meade
To: DOOCEY Garret
Cc: Heidi Reardon; MCNEILL Jan-Claire; Don Cunningham; Éamonn Ballance; GLACKIN Gerry
Subject: PQs 34766/34767 re Barrow Bridge: Complaint to Ceann Comhairle
Date: Friday 27 August 2021 17:16:55
Attachments: letter to Ceann Comhairle re Barrow rail bridge.pdf

Catherine Connolly TD - PQ34767-21 - DQ128 DQ129 - Barrow Bridge - 20.07.21.pdf

Garret,

In response to the query raised in the attached correspondence from you on 25th August and as previously
advised, Iarnród Éireann can confirm that scheduled movements to verify the mechanisms and systems on the
swing section of the Barrow Railway bridge will be carried out in the event it is pinned in the “open to marine
traffic” position.

This operation will be conducted at a frequency of not more than a quarterly basis and will be formally
programmed into the Iarnród Éireann asset management computerised systems, this will ensure the continued
functionality of the bridge and its associated mechanisms. Furthermore the asset management system is
evidence based and allows us to demonstrate compliance with the process for audit purposes.

I would further note that while there is ongoing activity on the safety and security of the bridge by our
engineering teams there is no intention of progressing to pinning the bridge in the open position in the current
calendar year.

Regards,
Jim

From: DOOCEY Garret [mailto:GarretDOOCEY@transport.gov.ie] 
Sent: 25 August 2021 12:09
To: Jim Meade <Jim.Meade@irishrail.ie>
Cc: Heidi Reardon <Heidi.Reardon@irishrail.ie>; MCNEILL Jan-Claire <Jan-
ClaireMcNeill@transport.gov.ie>; Don Cunningham <Don.Cunningham@irishrail.ie>; Éamonn
Ballance <Eamonn.Ballance@irishrail.ie>; GLACKIN Gerry <GerryGLACKIN@transport.gov.ie>
Subject: PQs 34766/34767 re Barrow Bridge: Complaint to Ceann Comhairle

Jim,

The Office of the Ceann Comhairle has forwarded the attached letter to the Minister’s Office and
a response is being prepared for the Minister’s signature.
The letter (from Mick Wallace MEP) alleges the Minister misled the Dáil in relation to PQs
answered on 16 & 17 June 2021 on the issue of the Barrow Bridge and offers as evidence of that
allegation a response received from Iarnród Éireann on foot of another PQ referred to it on 29
June and answered by the Company on 20 July. As you are aware, such an allegation is a very
serious matter under Dáil Éireann’s Standing Orders relative to Public Business .

The responses prepared for the PQs over June were informed by discussions with Iarnród
Éireann, including the statement by the Minister that ‘I understand that Iarnód Éireann will
ensure the continued functionality of the bridge through scheduled movements which will allay
potential concerns that may exist as regards the permanency of the changed position.’.
I would be grateful if the Company could, as a matter of urgency, provide further detail to allow
the Minister respond to the Ceann Comhairle. We would need this information by COB Friday.



 
Thanks and regards
Garret
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Catherine Connolly TD 

Dáil Éireann, 

Leinster House, 

Kildare Street, 

Dublin 2 

catherineconnolly@oireachtas.ie 

 

20th July 2021 

 

Dear Deputy Connolly, 

 

I refer to your Parliamentary Question 34767/21 below to Mr. Eamon Ryan, T.D., Minister for Transport, which has 

been passed to me to respond directly. 

 

Dail Question No: 128 

To ask the Minister for Transport further to Parliamentary Question No. 33 of 17 June 2021, if he will provide 

specific details in relation to these scheduled movements including the planned frequency of the scheduled 

movements and the evidence to support this frequency in terms of ensuring the continuation of the current 

functionality of the bridge; and if he will make a statement on the matter.  

 

Dail Question No: 129 

To ask the Minister for Transport further to Parliamentary Question No. 33 of 17 June 2021, if he has sought 

and or received any independent advice or evaluation in relation Iarnród Éireann's decision including from 

the Commission for Railway Regulation; and if he will make a statement on the matter. 

  

Iarnród Éireann (IÉ) has maintained the Barrow Bridge and operated it for maritime activity over the past 11 years, 

and has staffed it fully, notwithstanding the fact that services have been suspended on the route during that time. 

 

In the absence of any rail services, it is entirely appropriate that the right of way should be given to the marine traffic 

to pass through the bridge unencumbered.   The onus is on Iarnród Éireann to manage our infrastructure safely and 

efficiently, and in consultation with the Port of New Ross/Wexford County Council and National Transport Authority 

(NTA), the decision has been made to temporarily secure the bridge in an open position. 

 

I can confirm that the planned securing of the bridge in the open position is a temporary measure and in no way 

removes the future functionality of the bridge for carrying rail traffic should services on this line resume, pending 

decisions arising from the All-island rail review.  Wexford County Council had been seeking the development of the 

route as a Greenway, which CIÉ and Iarnród Éireann were facilitating given the fact that it did not feature in any 

medium to long term plans for the rail network.  However, this process is now on hold pending the All-island rail 

review. 

 



 

 

IÉ as a competent authority, has considered all appropriate measures to ensure continued safe operations at this 

location. The proposal has been designed by a competent structural engineer and provides for the pinning of the 

bridge opening section in the open position for marine traffic. The change is being managed through the normal IÉ 

safety approvals processes.   

 

In addition, IÉ has been working closely with the Port of New Ross, Wexford County Council and Commissioners for 

Irish Lights to make improvements to the operations at Barrow Bridge. We are currently in the process of improving 

the navigational aids and lighting to assist marine traffic to safely navigate the route. 

 

IÉ has current systems in place to monitor the operations at Barrow Bridge and where a third party is found liable for 

damage at this location, IÉ will pursue those parties for costs.  

 

I can again confirm that the design solution for holding the bridge in the position open to marine traffic is such that it 

can be easily reversed should there be a resumption of services on the line.  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Jim Meade 

Chief Executive 

 







From: IE Oireachtas Liaison
To: Marc OCathasaigh
Cc: IE Oireachtas Liaison; Heidi Reardon
Subject: RE: Marc Ó Cathasaigh TD - Barrow Bridge
Date: Friday 27 August 2021 17:21:20

Dear Deputy Ó Cathasaigh,
 
Thank you for your email regarding Barrow Bridge & our phone call earlier today.
 
Iarnród Éireann can confirm that scheduled movements to verify the mechanisms and systems on the swing
section of the Barrow Railway bridge will be carried out in the event it is pinned in the “open to marine traffic”
position.
 
This operation will be conducted at a frequency of not more than a quarterly basis and will be formally
programmed into the Iarnród Éireann asset management computerised systems, this will ensure the continued
functionality of the bridge and its associated mechanisms. Furthermore the asset management system is
evidence based and allows us to demonstrate compliance with the process for audit purposes.
 
I would further note that while there is ongoing activity on the safety and security of the bridge by our
engineering teams there is no intention of progressing to pinning the bridge in the open position in the current
calendar year.
 
Regards,
 
Jim Meade
Chief Executive
 
 
I would like to advise you of this email address for queries from all members of the Oireachtas -
oireachtasliaison@irishrail.ie - this will enable us to assist you in all queries you may have relating to Iarnród
Éireann, our services and our network.
 

From: Marc OCathasaigh [mailto:Marc.OCathasaigh@oireachtas.ie] 
Sent: 26 August 2021 14:12
To: Jim Meade <Jim.Meade@irishrail.ie>
Cc: Heidi Reardon <Heidi.Reardon@irishrail.ie>
Subject: Marc Ó Cathasaigh TD - Barrow Bridge
 
CAUTION: This email originated from outside of the organization. Do not click links or
open attachments unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
 
Jim, a chara,
 
There has been considerable worry in the Southeast regarding the future of the Barrow Bridge,
and in particular the section that swings in order to allow riverine traffic to access the Barrow
and New Ross. Many are concerned that pinning the swinging section in the open position would
lead to a rapid decline in the mechanism that would be a further blow to any future viability of
the line. It is an issue that I and others have flagged with Minister Ryan on a number of
occasions.
 
Can you confirm to me that there are no plans to pin the bridge in the open position this
calendar year?
 



Is mise, le meas,
 
Marc Ó Cathasaigh TD.
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Joe Ryan,  

Acting Chair 

South East on Track 

40 Cromwellsfort Dr.  

Wexford 

 

southeastontrack@gmail.com 

 

8th October 2021 

 

 

Dear Mr Ryan, 

 

Thank you for your correspondence dated 9th September 2021. 

 

I confirm that while there is ongoing activity on the safety and security of the bridge by our engineering teams, 

works to pin the bridge in the open position are not scheduled in the current calendar year. 

  

I can also confirm that the recent installation of security measures at the bridge will have no negative structural 

impact. The inspection requirements for track and structures on this route are set out in our technical standards 

and as such will continue in accordance with these standards.  

  

These safety and security measures are temporary in nature and do not in any way compromise the route 

alignment and/or in respect of the All-Island Strategic Rail Review. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Jim Meade 

Chief Executive 
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Joe Ryan,  

Acting Chair 

South East on Track 

40 Cromwellsfort Dr.  

Wexford 

 

southeastontrack@gmail.com 

 

 

17th June 2021 

 

 

Dear Mr Ryan, 

 

Thank you for your recent correspondence and I would like to apologise for the delay in responding. 

 

As you will be aware, Iarnród Éireann (IÉ) has maintained the Barrow Bridge and operated it for maritime 

activity over the past 11 years, and has staffed it fully, notwithstanding the fact that services have been 

suspended on the route during that time. 

 

In the absence of any rail services, it is entirely appropriate that the right of way should be given to the marine 

traffic to pass through the bridge unencumbered.   The onus is on Iarnród Éireann to manage our infrastructure 

safely and efficiently, and in consultation with the Port of New Ross/Wexford County Council and National 

Transport Authority (NTA), the decision has been made to temporarily secure the bridge in an open position. 

 

I can confirm that the planned securing of the bridge in the open position is a temporary measure and in no 

way removes the future functionality of the bridge for carrying rail traffic should services on this line resume, 

pending decisions arising from the All-island rail review.  Wexford County Council had been seeking the 

development of the route as a Greenway, which CIÉ and Iarnród Éireann were facilitating given the fact that it 

did not feature in any medium to long term plans for the rail network.  However, this process is now on hold 

pending the All-island rail review. 

 

IÉ as a competent authority, has considered all appropriate measures to ensure continued safe operations at 

this location. The proposal has been designed by a competent structural engineer and provides for the pinning 

of the bridge opening section in the open position for marine traffic. The change is being managed through the 

normal IÉ safety approvals processes.   
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In addition, IÉ has been working closely with the Port of New Ross, Wexford County Council and 

Commissioners for Irish Lights to make improvements to the operations at Barrow Bridge. We are currently in 

the process of improving the navigational aids and lighting to assist marine traffic to safely navigate the route. 

 

IÉ has current systems in place to monitor the operations at Barrow Bridge and where a third party is found 

liable for damage at this location, IÉ will pursue those parties for costs.  

 

I can again confirm that the design solution for holding the bridge in the position open to marine traffic is such 

that it can be easily reversed should there be a resumption of services on the line.  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Jim Meade 

Chief Executive 

 



From: AJ Cronin
To: Éamonn Ballance; Aidan Bermingham
Subject: Fwd: Barrow Bridge
Date: Thursday 11 April 2019 08:59:13
Attachments: image003.jpg

ATT00001.htm
Mimecast Attachment Protection Instructions.msg
ATT00002.htm
2018-12-14 - SS report to Board - Port of New Ross - Barrow Bridge - SS.pdf
ATT00003.htm

Eamonn/Aidan,

This the statutory approval for the new navigation lights for the operation of the Barrow
Bridge.

Thanks,

AJ Cronin
Train Control Manager
Iarnród Éireann
Mallow Station, Co. Cork

T: + 353 22 84808
M: + 
E: aj.cronin@irishrail.ie

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: 
Date: 10 April 2019 at 21:58:23 IST
To: "'arnold.cronin@irishrail.ie'" <arnold.cronin@irishrail.ie>
Subject: Barrow Bridge

Mimecast Attachment Protection has deemed this file to be safe, but always exercise caution
when opening files.

AJ,
Apologies for the late reply,
Please find attached board report and list of suppliers.
Regards,

JFC Marine
Karen Coss or Colin Colcannon
Weir Road,
Tuam,
Co. Galway
H54 RX46,
Ireland
Phone: +353 93 60059



www.jfcgroup.ie

LCF Marine
Bere Island
Co Cork
Telephone: +353 (0) 27 75 063
Fax: +353 (0) 27 75 068
Email: info@lcfmarine.com

,
Clew Bay Marine Services
Ross, Kilmeena, Westport, Co. Mayo

http://www.clewbaymarineservices.com/Contact/index.html

Mermaid Marine Services Ltd

Burtonport Donegal Ireland
Phone: 

3 The Anchorage
Sketrick Island
Newtownards
County Down
Northern Ireland
BT23 6QH
Mobile: 07815 875995
Phone: 028 97 541880
Email: 
……….

Local AtoN Lead
D: +353 1 271 5474 T: +353 1 271 5400 M: 
……….
Commissioners of Irish Lights
Harbour Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co. Dublin, Ireland
A96 H500
http://www.irishlights.ie
……….



Ref: Topics/LAtoN/New Ross Port Company 14 December 2018

Chief Executive

Submitted for the approval of the Board

New Ross Port Company – Barrow Bridge – Statutory Sanction

An application has been received from New Ross Port Company requesting Statutory Sanction 
to Establish/Amend the Aids to Navigation details as follows―

Name of Aid RAILWAY BRIDGE ( BARROW) 1
Irish Lights Ref LA0048.2000
Port Area New Ross
Latitude 52°16.811'N  WGS 84
Longitude 07°00.298'W  WGS 84
Type of Aid Beacon (lighted)
Structure Traffic Signals
Colour Red
Character 3 x FR Vert Occas
Range (in nautical miles) 3 nm
Power Source Solar
Height above MHWS 4 metres 
IALA Category 3

Reason for Amendment Amend Traffic Signals to prevent passage North while 
Port exiting vessels require right of way

Name of Aid RAILWAY BRIDGE ( BARROW) 2
Irish Lights Ref LA0048.2100
Port Area New Ross
Latitude 52°16.851'N  WGS 84
Longitude 07°00.325'W  WGS 84
Type of Aid Beacon (lighted)
Structure Traffic Signals
Colour Red
Character 3 x FR Vert Occas
Range (in nautical miles) 3 nm
Power Source Mains
Height above MHWS 4 metres 
IALA Category 3

Reason for Amendment Traffic Signals to prevent passage South while Port 
exiting vessels require right of way



Name of Aid RAILWAY BRIDGE PORT EAST PASSAGE
Irish Lights Ref LA0048.2400
Port Area New Ross
Latitude 52°16.852'N WGS 84
Longitude 07°00.324'W WGS 84
Type of Aid Beacon (lighted)
Structure Lateral Port
Colour Red
Character Fl R 1.5s (Sync)
Range (in nautical miles) 3 nm
Power Source Mains
Height above MHWS 2 metres 
IALA Category 3
Reason for Amendment To define the East Passage at Barrow Bridge

Name of Aid RAILWAY BRIDGE STARBOARD EAST PASSAGE
Irish Lights Ref LA0048.2500
Port Area New Ross
Latitude 52°16.856'N WGS 84
Longitude 07°00.288'W WGS 84
Type of Aid Beacon (lighted)
Structure Lateral Starboard
Colour Green
Character Fl G 1.5s (Sync)
Range (in nautical miles) 3 nm
Power Source Mains
Height above MHWS 2 metres 
IALA Category 3
Reason for Amendment To define the East Passage at Barrow Bridge

Name of Aid RAILWAY BRIDGE PORT WEST PASSAGE
Irish Lights Ref LA0048.2200
Port Area New Ross
Latitude 52°16.802'N WGS 84
Longitude 07°00.322'W WGS 84
Type of Aid Beacon (lighted)
Structure Lateral Port
Colour Red
Character Fl R 2s (Sync)
Range (in nautical miles) 3 nm
Power Source Mains
Height above MHWS 2 metres 
IALA Category 3
Reason for Amendment To define the West Passage at Barrow Bridge



Name of Aid RAILWAY BRIDGE STARBOARD WEST PASSAGE
Irish Lights Ref LA0048.2300
Port Area New Ross
Latitude 52°16.811'N WGS 84
Longitude 07°00.300'W WGS 84
Type of Aid Beacon (lighted)
Structure Lateral Starboard
Colour Green
Character Fl G 2s (Sync)
Range (in nautical miles) 3 nm
Power Source Mains
Height above MHWS 2 metres 
IALA Category 3
Reason for Amendment To define the West Passage at Barrow Bridge

I recommend that Statutory Sanction under section 653(2) of Merchant Shipping Act 1894 be 
granted to New Ross Port Company to establish/amend these aids.

Captain 
Director of Operations & Navigation Services



PORT OF NEW ROSS – STATUTORY SANCTION



From: AJ Cronin
To: Éamonn Ballance; Gerard Kennedy
Cc: David Byrne (Rm Cce Dept); Michael Danaher
Subject: RE: Barrow Bridge Nav light Sanction from CIL
Date: Friday 14 May 2021 16:07:00

Thanks for the update Gerry.
 

From: Éamonn Ballance <Eamonn.Ballance@irishrail.ie> 
Sent: Friday 14 May 2021 15:51
To: Gerard Kennedy <GERARD.KENNEDY@irishrail.ie>; AJ Cronin <ARNOLD.CRONIN@irishrail.ie>
Cc: David Byrne (Rm Cce Dept) <David.Byrne4@irishrail.ie>; Michael Danaher
<Michael.Danaher@irishrail.ie>
Subject: RE: Barrow Bridge Nav light Sanction from CIL
 
Thanks Gerry, I note that you are liaising directly with Paddy Mangan to coordinate enabling/
supporting works.
 
Éamonn
 

From: Gerard Kennedy <GERARD.KENNEDY@irishrail.ie> 
Sent: Friday 14 May 2021 14:22
To: Éamonn Ballance <Eamonn.Ballance@irishrail.ie>; AJ Cronin <ARNOLD.CRONIN@irishrail.ie>
Cc: David Byrne (Rm Cce Dept) <David.Byrne4@irishrail.ie>; Michael Danaher
<Michael.Danaher@irishrail.ie>
Subject: FW: Barrow Bridge Nav light Sanction from CIL
 
Éamonn, AJ
 
Approved amendments to the navigational light at Barrow Bridge.
Allowing for lead times, the Electrical Contractor & Marine Specialist are planning to commence
works in 8-10 weeks.
The marine specialist will be accessing the pontoon by boat, notifying the harbour master daily.
 
Regards
Gerry Kennedy
CCE Mechanical & Electrical Manager Heuston Station, St Johns Rd West,D8.
): +353 (0)1 8585614    ):     *: gerry.kennedy@irishrail.ie8: www.irishrail.ie
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11.04.19 AJ Cronin - Train Control Manager IÉ - IÉ Staff Statutory approval for the new navigation lights for the operation of the Barrow Bridge. 7 Part Grant

S37. (1) Subject to this section, a head shall 
refuse to grant an FOI request if, in the opinion 
of the head, access to the record concerned 
would involve the disclosure of personal 
information Page 1, 2 & 7

11.04.19 AJ Cronin - Train Control Manager IÉ - IÉ Staff Statutory approval for the new navigation lights for the operation of the Barrow Bridge. 7 Part Grant

Section 29 (1) A head may refuse to grant 
an FOI request— (a) if the record 
concerned contains matter relating to the 
deliberative processes of an FOI body 
(including opinions, advice, 
recommendations, and the results of 
consultations, considered by the body, 
the head of the body, or a member of the 
body or of the staff of the body for the 
purpose of those processes), Page 1

29.05.19 Jim Meade CEO IÉ - Brendan Howlin TD Barrow Bridge 1 Grant
04.07.19 Brendan Howlin TD - Jim Meade Chief Executive, IÉ Barrow Bridge 1 Grant
11.07.19 Jim Meade CEO IÉ - Brendan Howlin TD Barrow Bridge 1 Grant

10.02.21 South East on Track - Jim Meade CEO IÉ Rosslare-Waterford & Rosslare-Dublin Lines 74 Part Grant

S37. (1) Subject to this section, a head shall 
refuse to grant an FOI request if, in the opinion 
of the head, access to the record concerned 
would involve the disclosure of personal 
information Page 1

09.02.21 South East on Track - Jim Meade CEO IÉ SEOT Response to Mr. Meade (IÉ) 9 September 2021 11 Part Grant

S37. (1) Subject to this section, a head shall 
refuse to grant an FOI request if, in the opinion 
of the head, access to the record concerned 
would involve the disclosure of personal 
information Page 1, 4, 5, 7, 9 & 11

14.05.21 AJ Cronin - Train Control Manager IÉ - IÉ Staff Barrow Bridge Nav light Sanction from CIL
29.06.21 Pádraig Power - DoT - Heidi Reardon CEO Office IÉ Urgent - Topical Issue - Barrow Railway Bridge in County Wexford 6 Grant
25.08.21 Garret Doocey - DoT - Jim Meade CEO IÉ PQs 34766/34767 re Barrow Bridge: Complaint to Ceann Comhairle 2 Grant

11.06.21 James Browne TD (Michael Dwyer) - Heidi Reardon CEO Office IÉ Michelle Byrne - South East on Track - new worrying info 2 Part Grant

S37. (1) Subject to this section, a head shall 
refuse to grant an FOI request if, in the opinion 
of the head, access to the record concerned 
would involve the disclosure of personal 
information Page 1 & 2

14.06.21 Paul Kehoe TD - CEO Office IÉ Barrow Rail Bridge 1 Grant

15.06.21 James Browne TD - To Minister for Transport -  Heidi Reardon CEO Office IÉ (CC) David Quinn - Barrow Rail Bridge on the Wexford to Waterford Line 3 Part Grant

S37. (1) Subject to this section, a head shall 
refuse to grant an FOI request if, in the opinion 
of the head, access to the record concerned 
would involve the disclosure of personal 
information Page 1 & 3

15.06.21 Garret Doocey - DoT - Jim Meade CEO IÉ & Don Cunningham Director IM IÉ Barrow Bridge abandonment 3 Part Grant

Section 36(1)(b) - Commercially Sensitive 
Information - Financial information whose 
disclosure could reasonably be expected to 
result in a fin loss Page 2

17.06.21 Garret Doocey - DoT  - Heidi Reardon CEO Office IÉ PQ on Barrow Bridge: Answer from yesterday 2 Grant

10.06.21 South East on Track - Jim Meade CEO IÉ Barrow Bridge UBH140: Waterford to Rosslare Rail Line 7 Part Grant

S37. (1) Subject to this section, a head shall 
refuse to grant an FOI request if, in the opinion 
of the head, access to the record concerned 
would involve the disclosure of personal 
information Pages 3, 5 & 7

06.07.21 Garret Doocey - DoT  - Heidi Reardon CEO Office IÉ Correspondence- Joint Committee on Transport and Communications 5 Grant
15.06.21 IÉ CEO Office - DoT DOT Briefing - PQ Brief Barrow Bridge Abandonment - 15.06.21 2 Grant

17.06.21 Heidi Reardon CEO Office IÉ - James Browne TD (Michael Dwyer) Michelle Byrne - South East on Track - new worrying info 3 Part Grant

S37. (1) Subject to this section, a head shall 
refuse to grant an FOI request if, in the opinion 
of the head, access to the record concerned 
would involve the disclosure of personal 
information Page 1 & 3

17.06.21 CEO Office IÉ - Paul Kehoe TD Barrow Rail Bridge 2 Grant
17.06.21 Jim Meade CEO IÉ - South East on Track Waterford Barrow Bridge
29.06.21 PQ Requests - DoT - CEO Office IÉ PQ Referred: 34767/21, for answer 29/06/2021, Written from - Catherine Connolly 2 Grant
29.06.21 Heidi Reardon CEO Office IÉ - Pádraig Power - DoT Urgent - Topical Issue - Barrow Railway Bridge in County Wexford 1 Grant
12.07.21 Heidi Reardon CEO Office IÉ - Garret Doocey - DoT Correspondence- Joint Committee on Transport and Communications 8 Grant
20.07.21 Catherine Connolly TD - PQ Requests DoT PQ34767-21 - DQ128 DQ129 - Barrow Bridge
17.08.21 Pádraig Power - DoT -  Heidi Reardon CEO Office IÉ Briefing Request for Minister's Waterford Trip 1 Grant 1
23.08.21 Heidi Reardon CEO Office IÉ - Pádraig Power - DoT Briefing Request for Minister's Waterford Trip 1 Grant

23.08.21 Gerry Glackin - DoT - Heidi Reardon CEO Office IÉ Briefing Request for Minister's Waterford Trip 9 Part Grant

Schedule 1 Part 1 (p) - Partially Included 
agencies - Iarnród Éireann is exempt from FOI 
in so far as it relates to the operation of Rosslare 
Europort Page 6 & 7

24.08.21 Matt Shanahan TD - CEO Office IÉ The ongoing position regarding the Barrow Bridge 1 Grant
26.08.21 Marc Ó Cathasaigh TD - CEO Office IÉ Barrow Bridge 1 Grant
27.08.21 Jim Meade CEO IÉ - Garret Doocey - DoT PQs 34766/34767 re Barrow Bridge: Complaint to Ceann Comhairle 6 Grant
27.08.21 Jim Meade CEO IÉ -  Marc Ó Cathasaigh TD Barrow Bridge 2 Grant

02.09.21 CEO Office IÉ - Matt Shanahan TD The ongoing position regarding the Barrow Bridge 6 Part Grant

S37. (1) Subject to this section, a head shall 
refuse to grant an FOI request if, in the opinion 
of the head, access to the record concerned 
would involve the disclosure of personal 
information Page 6

04.10.21 Jim Meade CEO IÉ - South East on Track Waterford Barrow Bridge 2 Grant
17.05.19 Brendan Howlin TD - Jim Meade Chief Executive, IÉ Barrow Bridge 1 Grant

Signed: Heidi Reardon CEO Office, CEO's FOI Decision Maker 
8th November 2021 

Freedom of Information Request: 
Schedule of Records for IE_FOI_504 : Summary for Decision Making 

Barrow Bridge
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